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Summary
Mobile IP, the current standard for IP Mobility, was designed for environments where mo-
bility is an exception not a norm. With the advances in technology, availability of multi-
nodal devices, capable of connecting to multiple networks simultaneously, and the WLAN
revolution, there is a growing need to support seamless mobility for wireless Internet access.
Micromobility protocols address the important issue of seamless handoff in mobile Internet
access environments and interwork with Mobile IP to provide a comprehensive mobility
management solution.
Several micromobility mechanisms have been proposed over the past decade, that es-
sentially employ a proxy based approach to hide user mobility from global peers. The
objective of this thesis is to better understand the issues raised by such designs and develop
solutions and protocols that require minimal changes to the IP stack and existing infrastruc-
ture.
In this thesis, two protocols have been developed, one each for IPv4 and IPv6 networks.
While the IPv6 based approach, called Auto-update Micromobility takes an end-to-end ap-
xi
proach to host mobility, the IPv4 approach, called Reverse ICMP Redirect (RIR), presents
a simple and highly scalable solution for location management.
The AUM protocol was implemented in Linux 2.4.22 kernel and extensive performance
analysis was conducted. The results show remarkable improvements in transport and ap-
plication layer performance, with reduced handoff durations and improved throughput even




Internet has had a profound impact on the way we communicate in the modern world.
Mails are e-mails, chatting is in the chatrooms and surfing is no more a beach affair. With
the availability of multi-nodal devices capable of connecting to multiple kinds of networks,
wireless Internet access is fast becoming a reality. It is expected that in not so distant future,
ubiquitous availability of wireless Internet will supersede the popularity of cellular phones,
opening up a whole new world of possibilities in the way we communicate.
While current cellular mobile systems are still optimized for voice, a growing number
of data services are being supported. With maturity of IEEE WLAN standards and its
aggressive deployment in the form of hot-spots, such multi-node devices will enable truly
multi-access, always-on voice and data services. To augment the Internet with mobility
support several proposals have been made in the recent past such as Mobile IP [1]. However,
in fast, localized mobility environments, Mobile IP suffers from several well known issues
such as longer handoff duration and packet loss, and is thus limited to provide what is
known as macromobility or inter-domain mobility management.
It is now widely recognized that using IP as the foundation for next-generation mobile
networks makes strong economic and technical sense, since it takes advantage of the ubiqui-
tous installed IP infrastructure, capitalizes on the IETF standardization process, and benefits
1
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from both existing and emerging IP-related technologies and services. The large-scale sup-
port of data services and their integration with legacy services are the common objectives
of all wireless efforts termed third generation (3G) and beyond. In these all-IP [2] wireless
networks, IP can be deployed in two modes: the transport mode and the native mode. This
duality in the use of IP has a significant impact on network efficiency and performance. It is
the extended native use of IP in the terrestrial segment of a wireless operators domain that
more readily allows for building a converged network with multiple access technologies.
In transport mode, the destination IP address of an end-user packet is not used to make
the packet forwarding decision. Instead, the packets are encapsulated in an intermediate
layer, which may be specific to the chosen wireless technology. The encapsulated data units
are then transported, between the nodes in the segment, over another IP layer. Alternatively,
the end users IP packet may undergo regular IP forwarding based on the destination address,
without involving other intermediate layers. This case corresponds to deployment of IP in
the native mode. Obviously, the absence of intermediate protocol layers inherently implies
a higher efficiency. This also allows the operator to support heterogenous access networks.
1.1 State of the Art
The first generation of cellular mobile systems uses Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA) technology and analogue modulation. The most widely deployed first genera-
tion standards are the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) that nearly ubiquitously
covers North America and Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) that was developed in Scan-
dinavia and is now widely spread in Europe. In the United Kingdom, a first generation
system called Total Access Cellular System (TACS) is used, a modified version of which is
deployed in Japan (JTACS). In contrast to first generation cellular standards, second gen-
eration systems use digital voice coding. Examples of second generation cellular systems
are IS-136 which uses Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) radio technology and IS-
95 which uses Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). While second generation cellular
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standards are still optimized for conversational voice, they also provide data services to the
mobile user. Third generation cellular systems will support voice, data and multimedia ser-
vices in an integrated environment. An introduction to third generation cellular systems is
presented next. In addition, a short discussion about the Standardization bodies currently
involved in the development of “All IP” infrastructures is presented in Section 1.1.2.
1.1.1 Third Generation Systems
The increasing demand of integrated voice, data and multimedia services motivated the de-
velopment of a new generation of cellular systems, popularly known as Third Generation
(3G) cellular systems. While second generation systems such as GSM [3], which are op-
timized for voice services also provide data services, 3G systems support voice, data and
multimedia in a integrated environment. The goals of the present stage of evolution of
next generation networks like 3G and beyond remain common and include IP-based multi-
media services, IP-based transport, and the integration of Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) [4] protocols for such functions as wide-area mobility support (e.g., Mobile IP [1]),
signaling (e.g., SIP [5]), and authentication, authorization, and accounting, or AAA (e.g.,
RADIUS [6], Diameter [7]).
In order to gain wide acceptance, the European initiative for IMT-2000, called Univer-
sal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) includes smooth evolution from second
generation mobile systems, particularly the GSM system. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic
architecture of UMTS [8]. The standard interfaces and components of UMTS networks are
outlined in TS 23.002 [9]. There are two land based network segments: the UMTS radio ac-
cess network (UTRAN) and the core network (CN). Together, they form the administrative
domain of the mobile operator. The standard suggests using wideband code division multi-
plexing access (WCDMA) and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) to efficiently support
both voice and data traffic. To support the strict delay requirements of low bit-rate encoded
conversational voice over an ATM based cellular network infrastructure, ITU-T has recently
standardized a new ATM Adaptation Layer, AAL2 [10], [11]. Overviews of CDMA/ATM
















Figure 1.1: UMTS Network Components
mobile systems for the support of voice and multimedia and of related standardization ac-
tivities are provided in [12] and [13].
1.1.2 Standardization Bodies
Extensive work for standardization of next generation wireless networks is underway at
several standardization bodies. Amongst these include 3GPP [14], 3GPP2 [15], IETF [4],
ITU-T [16], besides independent work being contributed at these forums. In this section we
highlight the major consortiums actively involved in architectural and protocol specification
for next generation All IP [2] networks.
3GPP
3GPP was established for the preparation and maintenance of a complete set of globally
applicable technical specifications for a Third Generation (3G) mobile system based on the
evolved GSM core networks and the radio access technologies supported by 3GPP partners.
3GPP membership consists of three categories - Organizational Partners (which by defin-
ition are recognized Standards Development Organizations), Market Representation Part-
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ners (which are not official standards-making bodies but organizations that can offer market
advice and bring a consensus view of market requirements to the 3GPP), and Individual
Member companies. More than 450 companies from around the world now participate
actively as Individual Members.
The partners collaborate to produce globally applicable technical specifications and re-
ports for a 3G Mobile System based on GSM core networks and the radio access technolo-
gies that they support (i.e. Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), Frequency Division
Duplex (FDD) and Time Division Duplex (TDD) modes, and GSM radio access technolo-
gies of GPRS and EDGE.
3GPP2
3GPP2 or 3rd Generation Partnership Programmes was born out of the International Telecom-
munication Union’s (ITU) International Mobile Telecommunications “IMT-2000”, cov-
ering high speed, broadband, and Internet Protocol (IP)-based mobile systems featuring
network-to-network interconnection, feature/service transparency, global roaming and seam-
less services independent of location. IMT-2000 is intended to bring high-quality mobile
multimedia telecommunications to a worldwide mass market by achieving the goals of in-
creasing the speed and ease of wireless communications, responding to the problems faced
by the increased demand to pass data via telecommunications, and providing “anytime,
anywhere” services.
IETF
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is a large open international community of
network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the evolution of the
Internet architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet. It is open to any interested
individual. The actual technical work of the IETF is done in its working groups, which are
organized by topic into several areas (e.g., routing, transport, security, etc.). Much of the
work is handled via mailing lists. The IETF holds meetings three times per year.
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The IETF working groups are grouped into areas, and managed by Area Directors, or
ADs. The ADs are members of the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG). Providing
architectural oversight is the Internet Architecture Board, (IAB). The IAB also adjudicates
appeals when someone complains that the IESG has failed. The IAB and IESG are chartered
by the Internet Society (ISOC) for these purposes. The General Area Director also serves
as the chair of the IESG and of the IETF, and is an ex-officio member of the IAB.
1.1.3 Internet Mobility Proposals
Independent of various initiatives described in last sections that focus on providing data ser-
vice over cellular networks, many proposals to augment Internet with host mobility support
have been made. These include proposals made by IETF in a variety of mobility related
areas and independent proposals from research groups all over the world.
The Internet is a large collection of networks that share the same address space and
use a common set of protocols to exchange data, such as TCP/IP [17] [18]. Each end
system (host) on the Internet has a unique IP address that establishes its reachability from
other nodes in the network. An important property of IP addresses is that in order for the
packets to be routed to a node, the IP address is restricted for use within a network. A
new address has to be obtained as the node moves to a new network. From mobility point
of view, the multiple role played by IP address, as an end point identifier at transport and
application level and as a routing directive at the network level is the fundamental problem
in IP networks [19]. Proposals to support host mobility have to cope up with this limitation
and efficiently resolve the competing requirements of providing global reachability on a
single address and yet provide location management for nodes as they move. A fundamental
problem to solve is therefore the separation of these two roles while an up-to-date mapping
of host identifiers to location information is made available.
The approach taken by leading proposals such as Mobile IP is to use a two-tier address-
ing structure, where a mobile node is logically associated with two IP addresses; that is, its
home address which serves as the global identifier and an address at the current point of
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attachment called care-of-address.
1.1.4 A Look into the Future
After many years during which Second Generation (2G) mobile systems, especially the
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), have been incredibly successful with
double figure growth rates, the wireless panorama is now changing fast and furious. The
new forces that are now driving mobile network evolution present opportunities to realize
truly ubiquitous Internet access infrastructure.
The technical advances are gradually being standardized. This includes: Universal Mo-
bile Telecommunications System Frequency Division Duplex (UMTS-FDD), UMTS Time
Division Duplex (TDD), Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-
SCDMA), and Code Division Multiple Access 2000 (CDMA2000) - 1x-EvDO/DV. These
will eventually lead to evolution of mobile networks defining newer ways in which a net-
work works and newer applications.
The recent convergence of the Internet and mobile radio has also accelerated the de-
mand for “Internet in the pocket” on light, low-cost terminals, as well as for radio tech-
nologies that boost data throughput and reduce the cost per bit. Mobile networks are now
going multimedia, potentially leading to an explosion in throughput from a few bytes for
the Short Message Service (SMS) to a few kbit/s for the Multimedia Messaging Service
(MMS), to several 100 kbit/s for video content. This trend to higher data rates over wire-
less networks will culminate in the introduction of Third Generation (3G) ITU International
Mobile Telecommunications 2000 (IMT2000) systems [20].
All these technologies are optimized for operation in a particular range of service bit-
rates according to how fast the user is travelling, as depicted in Figure 1.2. Because they
complement cellular networks, these new wireless network technologies and their deriva-
tives may well prove to be the infrastructure components of future mobile networks when
multi-standard terminals become widely available [21] [22]. This is already the case for
WiFi public “hot-spots”, which are being deployed by mobile operators around the world
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EDGE:  Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution
GPRS:  General Packet Radio Service
HSDPA:  High Speed Download Packet Access
LAN:  Local Area Network
PAN:  Personal Area Network
PDC:  Personal Digital Communication
TDMA:  Time Division Multiple Access
TD-SCDMA:  Time Division - Synchronous Code
Division Multiple Access
WAN:  Wide Area Network
Figure 1.2: Various wireless technologies with their bit-rates and suitability for users mov-
ing at different speeds
with the aim of offering seamless mobility with cellular networks.
With such a wide array of technologies and access technologies, the important question
is: What does the future network look like? One of the many views of such a network is
depicted in Figure 1.3. Technologically, there are two major challenges [23]:
• Evolution of the air interface to make more efficient use of the available spectrum
and provide higher bit rates.
• Multi-standard heterogeneous network architectures.
This thesis addresses the second challenge described above. Today each radio access tech-
nology requires a dedicated access network, with interworking between the technologies
being performed mainly by the core network which has only some of the information
needed for the envisaged optimization. The solution to improving spectral efficiency is
to integrate the air interfaces within a multi-standard radio network. This allows a more
efficient deployment of whichever radio technology is needed to match the particular traffic
requirements. In the context of next generation networks, the multiple air interfaces will be
combined, keeping 3G as a network architecture based on current 3GPP protocols and in-
terworking scenarios. Benefits will come from deploying unified network elements across
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Figure 1.3: Next generation network vision
a single Internet Protocol (IP) transport architecture, leading to lower operating expenses
and improved efficiency.
1.2 Problem Description
There are three fundamental concepts in mobility: The first is handoff, characterized as
Horizontal, Vertical, Layer-2 and Layer-3 handoffs. The second is the scope of mobility,
which is characterized at two levels: Macromobility and Micromobility. The third concept
is of seamless migration, which essentially deals with migration of mobile transport layer




The term horizontal handoff is used when mobile moves across the same ac-
cess technology. The definition does not consider whether the handoff results
in a change in mobile’s IP address or not. The term horizontal is only access
technology specific. For example, movement across WLAN access points is
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horizontal handoff.
Vertical Handoff:
The term vertical handoff is used when mobile moves in such a manner that
it changes the access technology. Once again, the definition does not consider
whether the handoff results in a change in mobile’s IP address or not (although
there will be a change most likely). For example, a handoff from Ethernet LAN
to WLAN is a vertical handoff.
Layer 2 Handoff:
A handoff is called a Layer 2 (L2) handoff if it does not result in a change in
mobile’s IP address. For example, horizontal movement across access points
part of the same subnet is a L2 handoff.
Layer 3 Handoff:
A handoff is called a Layer 3 (L3) handoff if it results in a change in mobile’s
IP address. For example, a horizontal handoff between access points of two
different subnets will result in a L3 handoff. Also, a vertical handoff from LAN
to WLAN, each in different subnets will result in a L3 handoff.
Macromobility:
Macromobility is defined as mobility between administrative domains. Typi-
cally, this occurs when a mobile moves from one organizational network to
another or moves away from its home network and connects to a foreign net-
work. The mobility inside the domain is independent of the access layer tech-
nology or handoffs, as long as mobile connects to the same organizational net-
work. Figure 1.4 shows an example of macromobility where a mobile node
moves between different networks such as home (DSL), WLAN hotspot, corpo-
rate and GPRS network. If each of these networks belong to different network
providers/organizations, mobility across these networks is called macromobility.
Micromobility:
While macromobility defines movement across administrative domains, micro-


















Figure 1.4: Mobility between heterogenous access networks
mobility defines localized movement inside a single administrative domain. This
covers the mobile’s movement inside the same access network, which may sup-
port multiple access technologies and subnetworks. The objective is to limit
global location updates while the mobile is moving inside the same organiza-
tional network. In Figure 1.4, when mobile moves from its home network to a
Public WLAN hot-spot (and they belong to different organizations) it is macro-
mobility and the mobile movement inside the hot-spot from one access point to
another is micromobility. Although this example describes movement across the
same access technology, in cases where multiple access technologies are sup-
ported, it is still considered micromobility as long as they aggregate to the same
network.
1.2.2 Design Choices and Requirements
Perkins proposed Mobile IP [1] to provide mobility for nodes connected to the Internet.
While Mobile IP successfully solves the mobility problem, the use of Mobile IP in localized
mobility environments (i.e within the same domain) where the hosts change their point of
attachment at a very fast rate causes high signalling overhead, increased handoff latency and
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transient packet loss. For example in networks with small cell size, handoff would occur
more frequently. With the trend towards hybrid, heterogenous, pico-cellular architecture,
such frequent handoffs will generate significant signalling traffic when Mobile IP is used.
This is due to the requirement of sending a binding update for each network layer move-
ment of MN in Mobile IP. In such environments therefore, Mobile IP is more suitable to
provide macromobility support since the nodes do not cross domains too often. Indeed,
Mobile IP is a very elegant and scalable mechanism, as long as nodes do not change their
point of attachment too frequently.
Therefore it makes more technical and economic sense to use a separate mechanism
to handle mobility of nodes inside the domain. Such mechanisms are called micromobility
mechanisms. Typically, micromobility applies to localized, domain-scoped architectures
and mobility beyond the domain is handled by macromobility protocols such as Mobile IP.
Several new requirements emerge. First, the handoffs must be fast. The term fast not
only refers to the completion of the connection re-establishment at the new point of at-
tachment, but also to the successful context transfer and resumption of data flow. Second,
handoffs must be seamless. This means that there should be minimum disruption perceived
by the user. With the advent of small, handheld, battery-powered devices capable of con-
necting to multiple access technologies, the third important requirement is limiting the up-
dates required by the device to maintain its location. This has been traditionally realized
in cellular networks by Paging, and hence the IP mobility mechanism must also support
a paging kind of mechanism. Finally, the mechanism must be scalable to support large
number of nodes. [24] presents a good description of requirements for a localized mobility
management protocol.
A number of micromobility protocols have been proposed in the last decade for IPv4
networks. Almost all the solutions were designed to be on-top of IP layer, since mobility is
not supported in IPv4 networks in any way. Solutions like Mobile IP requires the availability
of a large pool of valid addresses to serve as home address (permanent) and care-of-address
(temporary) as the node moves across domains. With IPv4 fast running out of address
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space, it will not be possible to provide global addresses to support the growth of future
Internet.
IPv6 [25] presents a practical, scalable and deployable solution to this problem by offer-
ing a huge address space capable of providing unique, global addresses to billions of nodes.
One of the major design goals while designing IPv6 was to provide ample address space to
support the growth of Internet in future. With its 128 bit addressing and improved security
and mobility support, IPv6 is poised to be the Internet protocol in next generation networks.
The IPv6 version of Mobile IP, namely Mobile IPv6 [26], has also been proposed at IETF
and has recently been standardized.
Mobile IPv6 borrows heavily from the concepts of its previous version Mobile IPv4.
A similar trend is seen in the proposals for micromobility. Amongst the most well known
proposals for micromobility in IPv6 networks are HMIPv6 [46] and CIPv6 [28]. A fun-
damental feature of micromobility protocols in IPv4 is the use of private addressing inside
the domain. This effectively solves the location abstraction problem of mobile nodes and
also solves the problem of lack of global addresses in IPv4. The obvious drawback is that it
results in breaking the end-to-end semantics and creates single point of failure. Apart from
these performance issues, the operating network conditions is also an important considera-
tion. The case for network layer mobility is when nodes moves such that their IP address
changes at the new point of attachment.
For example, in a campus network, users are not expected to exhibit high mobility.
The handoff (network-layer) occurs when a user moves from one departmental network
to another. The access technology would be typically Ethernet LAN and 802.11 based
WLAN. In situations when a user moves off-campus, the network should be able to provide
connectivity through cellular or public or foreign network.
An organizational network might want to support IP mobility through cellular GSM,
apart from traditional LAN and WLAN. Another need for such networks is to be able to
provide Nomadic access to its employees, which enable them to access their corporate ap-
plications and services from anywhere in the network or remotely. Once again, the mobility
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is not expected to be high-speed, other than employees who are on the move.
A commercial network, on the other hand, has to provide support for high-speed mobil-
ity and faster handoff rate. From the available networks, the user should be able to choose
the best available based on preferences such as bandwidth or cost. The user must be able to
seamlessly switch access technologies without any performance degradation.
Each of the different networks discussed above have their own unique architectural and
traffic characteristics. Further, deployment considerations also presents challenges for de-
signing a protocol. For example, one organization may prefer having a solution deployed
on top of its existing infrastructure while another organization in its initial stages of devel-
opment may prefer to have an all-out mobility solution plus Internet infrastructure.
In this section we discussed a number of design choices and requirements for a micro-
mobility solution in ubiquitous Internet access infrastructure. We summarize these below:
• Technological considerations: This includes the wide range of access technologies
available and being standardized and the challenge of integrating them over a com-
mon IP based core.
• Internet protocol considerations: With IPv4 fast running out of address space, IPv6
will play a key role in future networks. However, the migration towards IPv6 has not
yet taken off in a big way and both IPv4 and IPv6 will need to be supported for at
least near future.
• Architectural considerations: Organizations differ in the kinds of networks and ser-
vices they provide to their employees/customers. The mobility management mecha-
nism must be able to accommodate different organizational and network architecture
requirements.
• Deployment considerations: Finally, some organizations might prefer a separate net-
work for providing mobility support while some may require the functionality to be
built on top of existing network.
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1.2.3 Objective and Scope of work
We are now in a position to define the objectives and scope of this work. In this dissertation,
we shall address the micromobility requirements for such future infrastructures described
above. As discussed in earlier subsections, due to a wide range of design choices and re-
quirements, a one-stop solution that works under all environments may not be possible.
Therefore this work will focus on developing multiple mechanisms for micromobility man-
agement integrated in a common framework.
Our goal is to design efficient and scalable mobility management mechanisms for sup-
porting host mobility in IP networks. The focus of our work will be to develop solutions
around Layer 3, i.e., network layer. A solution at network layer will thus be independent
of the underlying link layer and transparent to the transport layer. Two broad objectives
are defined: One, to develop solutions built around IPv6 and the other, to develop solutions
built around IPv4. The solutions need not be related, but should fit in the overall design
objectives set earlier.
The first part of this thesis discusses the relevant work that has been done for micro-
mobility management and proposes a generic architecture. A set of design principles are
derived, that are realized as protocols in the next part of the thesis. This part is dedicated to
the design, implementation and analysis of protocols for micromobility management.
In summary, the scope of this work is to provide a micromobility framework with mul-
tiple handoff and location management schemes to suit different kind of networks. Al-
though our focus is on developing mechanisms at network layer, transport layer metrics
such as throughput and delay will be extensively used to verify the performance improve-
ment achieved. Performance evaluations will be carried out by experimental evaluations
based on simulation and testbed implementation.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions
The thesis identifies two issues with the existing micromobility protocols. (i) The use of a
proxy architecture for location and mobility management; (ii) Lack of end-to-end, IP based
solutions.
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• Identifying the limitations of existing micromobility protocols. Based on a compar-
ison of existing schemes, a generic micromobility architecture was proposed. It was
shown that all the existing schemes are variants of this generic architecture.
• Design, development, implementation and performance analysis of Auto-update Mi-
cromobility (AUM) protocol. AUM presents an end-to-end solution for micromo-
bility management in IPv6 networks. The protocol was implemented and extensive
performance evaluation was performed for simulation and testbed experiments.
• Design and development of Reverse ICMP Redirect (RIR) micromobility protocol.
RIR presents a simple and highly scalable solution for mobility management in IPv4
networks.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents literature review of related work
in the area of IP mobility and discusses a generic model. Chapter 3 presents AUM and
discusses the various design options in depth. Chapter 4 describes our test methodology to
evaluate the performance of AUM and presents performance results. Chapter 5 describes the




Mobility is an important characteristic of wireless networks that enables location trans-
parent access to network services. With the growth of public wireless networks, mobility
across domains with heterogeneous address spaces will be needed. The mobility support
at the network layer has been investigated extensively in recent years and several mobility
solutions have been reported. These solutions can be broadly classified as Macromobility
or inter-domain mobility management and Micromobility or intra-domain mobility manage-
ment solutions. With the advent of IPv6, variants of schemes proposed for IPv4 have also
been proposed.
2.1 Macromobility Proposals
2.1.1 Mobile IP and its variants
Mobile IP
Mobile IP [1] was proposed at IETF [4] and hence became the principal driver for IP mobil-
ity. Since then, it has matured and evolved as an IETF standard. The basic idea in Mobile
IP is to use a two-tier addressing to preserve location transparency of mobile node (MN).
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Figure 2.1: Overview of Mobile IPv6
Every MN has a home address (hA) which also serves as the global address of MN, and
a Care-of-Address (CoA) on the network to which MN is attached to. A dedicated router
on the home network of MN, called Home Agent (HA), is used to provide mobility man-
agement of MN traffic while it is away from the home network. Other entities defined by
Mobile IP includes Correspondent Node (CN), which is the node in session with MN and
Foreign Agent (FA), which is a router on the visited (foreign) network of MN (Figure 2.1).
The packets from MN to CN are sent directly with the source IP as the home address. The
packets from CN to MN reach the HA. The HA encapsulates the IP packet inside another IP
packet and forwards it to the FA using IP-in-IP tunnel. The FA decapsulates the packet and
forwards the actual inner packet to the MN. Since MN and FA are in the same broadcast
network, the destination IP remains as home address of the MN, and the forwarding is done
at layer-2. The outer tunnel from HA to FA has the source IP of the HA and destination IP
of the FA. The same IP address of the FA can be used by any number of MN for tunneling.
In the absence of a FA in the visited network, the MN may use a co-located foreign agent.
However, in this case it will need one local IP address apart from the global fixed home
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address.
MN informs the HA about its CoA via a registration procedure called Binding Update.
Upon acquiring a CoA in the foreign domain, MN sends a Binding Update (BU) to its HA.
Upon reception of BU, HA sends a Binding Acknowledgement (BA) to MN and stores the
hA↔CoA binding locally. Subsequent packets arriving at hA (typically from CNs’) are
then forwarded to CoA.
One of the prominent problem with base Mobile IP is triangular routing. With Mobile
IP, every packet from CN had to follow a triangular route (via HA) irrespective of the
proximity of CN and MN. Several extensions such as reverse tunnelling, location register
(MIP LR) and route optimization (MIP RO) have been proposed.
Mobile IP with NAT
Since FA and MN inside a private address space are not visible to the HA, a UDP-in-IP
tunnel is proposed [29] instead of IP-in-IP from the HA to the FA to traverse through NAT
and NAPT devices. The HA knows that the FA is behind NAT if it discovers that the IP
address (private) of the FA is different from where the packet is actually received (external
address of NAT). The NAT mapping is established from the node in the private address
space (FA or MN) to the HA in a signaling message, and the reverse mapping is used by
the tunnel from HA to FA.
Mobile IPv6
The IPv6 version of Mobile IP is currently being developed by IETF called Mobile IPv6
[26]. IP mobility is a standardized part of IPv6. Thus, several features of IPv6 support
and enhance the efficiency of Mobile IPv6. The optimizations proposed for Mobile IPv4
have been absorbed as integral part of the protocol in Mobile IPv6. Figure 2.1 shows the
overview of Mobile IPv6. Mobile IPv6 offers several benefits over Mobile IPv4 such as:
• Huge address space provided by IPv6 makes the deployment more straightforward.
• IPv6 features such as auto-configuration simplify the CoA assignment.
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• IPv6 explicitly addresses security concerns making communication more secure.
• Mobile IPv6 embraces the route optimization as an integral part the protocol.
• Ingress filtering is addressed by Home Destination option and mobility related sig-
nalling (BU/BA) is implemented as extension headers in IPv6.
With the stateless auto-configuration mechanism of IPv6 [30], FA is no more required
in Mobile IPv6. Instead, upon connection to a new point of attachment, MN acquires a
global CoA either by stateless or stateful (DHCPv6 [31]) mechanisms. Route optimization
ensures that packets from CN are sent directly to MN. Although route optimization ensures
efficient routing of packets on the network, it introduces several security concerns. A variety
of attacks such as, denial of service, flooding and data stealing are possible if a malicious
node sends false binding updates to CN. Consequently, several new mechanisms such as
Reverse Routability [26] have been proposed to lend greater security to Mobile IPv6. A
good description on security issues in Mobile IPv6 can be found in [32].
2.1.2 Application Layer Mobility
Wedlund et.al. [35] proposed using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [5] to support mobility
at the application layer. SIP is rapidly gaining acceptance as the signaling protocol of choice
for Internet multimedia and telephony services. The authors in [33] proposed extensions to
SIP to support real-time communication and use network layer mechanism such as Mobile
IP for non-real-time communications. The proposal was extended in [34] [36] to support
personal as well as terminal mobility. The proposed approach attempts to develop an end-
to-end mobility management framework that exclusively uses SIP messaging/signalling to
support terminal, session and service as well as personal mobility for both real-time and
non-real-time communication.
The MN re-REGISTERs with the global home SIP server when the MN moves. The
existing calls are modified using re-INVITE to update the media transport address after
mobility.
One advantage is that it can work without any mobility support from the lower layer. In
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fact, the authors identify lack of device independent personal mobility and location service
as well as absence of QoS requirements of Mobile IP as the shortcoming with Mobile
IP. Besides this, encapsulation overhear and host IP stack modification problems are also
highlighted. With SIP based mobility, almost no modification is required at the network
layer, but it is assumed that SIP would be wide spread and deployed on the Internet.
2.1.3 Transport Layer Mobility
A number of proposals are available to support mobility at the transport layer or the socket
layer however all of them suffer from a serious drawback that the CN needs to be modified.
Virtual-NAT: More recently, VirtualNAT [37] has been proposed for connection mi-
gration of TCP connections when a host moves from one location to another. It uses the
concept of two addresses, a fixed virtual IP and a changing actual routable IP. The transla-
tion is done in the client network stack. Explicit signaling messages are exchanged between
the two connecting endpoints for mobility. The proposal does not deal with external NAT
devices. It requires modification at both the end-points for connection migration.
Real-specific IP (RSIP): Although, RSIP [38] is not for mobility, it allows a node to
query the NAT device for its external IP and port. The private node uses a tunnel to the NAT
where the inner actual IP packet contains the actual destination IP in the remote domain and
the actual source IP that the NAT has allocated for this private host.
MSOCKS: David et.al. proposed MSOCKS [39], which discusses an architecture for
transport layer mobility. The architecture permits the MN to not only change the point of
attachment on the network, but also to control which interfaces to use for different data
arrival and departure from the node. A novel approach called TCP Splice was proposed
by the authors that give spilt-connection proxy systems the same end-to-end semantics as
normal TCP connection. The main drawback with the scheme is that it requires changes in
all the existing nodes at both end points.
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2.2 Micromobility Proposals
Most of the micromobility proposals in literature propose a hierarchical architecture. Using
a hierarchical approach has at least two advantages. First, it improves handoff performance,
since local handoffs are performed locally. This increases the handoff speed and minimizes
the loss of packets that may occur during transitions. Second, it significantly reduces the
mobility management signaling load on the Internet since the signaling messages corre-
sponding to local moves do not cross the whole Internet but stay confined to the site. This
hierarchy is furthermore motivated by the significant geographic locality in user mobility
patterns. According to the study presented in [40], 69% of a users mobility is within its
home site (within its building and campus). We believe that this result can be extrapolated
by stating that most of a users mobility is local i.e. within its home site or the foreign site it
is visiting. It is therefore important to design a mobility management architecture that opti-
mizes local mobility. Two styles of hierarchical mobility are supported by micro-mobility,
these are per-host routing and multi-CoA, hierarchical tunnelling techniques, as discussed
in the next two sections, respectively (Figure 2.2).
2.2.1 Per-host routing
Cellular IP
Cellular IP [41] by Columbia University replaces IP routing inside the micromobility do-
main to provide fast and seamless handoff. Cellular IP integrates location management and
routing by installing host-specific entries in all the nodes along the MN path. These entries
are refreshed by the traffic emanating and terminating at MN or by explicit route refresh
messages by MN. MN uses the address of Cellular IP gateway for communication with
the global nodes. Cellular IP also supports paging, a concept familiar in cellular networks.
Inside the Cellular IP domain dormant nodes need not send route refresh packets as long
as they are confined to what is called a paging area. This results in significant savings in
power consumption at MN.
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Figure 2.2: Micromobility Classification
The obvious limitation of Cellular IP is that a large number of nodes in the domain
(in the worst case, all nodes) need to maintain forwarding entries for all the mobiles, thus
limiting scalability. In other words, a flat address lookup table needs to be maintained at
every node in the micro-mobility domain, containing entries for every MN in the domain.
Moreover, every node in the domain has to implement the protocol, hampering gradual
deployment.
HAWAII
The Handoff Aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure proposed by Ramjee et.al. [42]
uses specialized path-setup schemes which install host-based forwarding entries in specific
routers to support micromobility. The MN retains its network layer address while moving
within a domain. The HA and any CN are unaware of the host‘s mobility within the domain.
The host-based entries are required at selected routers in a domain. HAWAII defaults to
using Mobile IP for macromobility. HAWAII describes four path setup schemes, two each
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for forwarding and non-forwarding type. Authors suggest the QoS support is simplified in
HAWAII since the MN address remains unchanged inside the domain. [43] describes the
interaction between RSVP and HAWAII.
2.2.2 Multi CoA, hierarchical tunnelling
Hierarchical Mobile IP
The Hierarchical Mobile IP protocol [44] employs a hierarchy of FAs to locally handle
Mobile IP registration. In this protocol MN send Mobile IP registration messages (with ap-
propriate extensions) to update their respective location information. Registration messages
establish tunnels between neighboring FAs along the path from the MN to a gateway FA
(GFA). Packets addressed to the MN travel in this network of tunnels, which can be viewed
as a separate routing network overlay on top of IP. The use of tunnels makes it possible to
employ the protocol in an IP network that carries non-mobile traffic as well.
Paging extensions for Hierarchical Mobile IP were proposed in [45]. In this, the location
of MN is known by HAs and is represented as paging areas. Each paging area is grouped
under a FA. When a packet arrives for MN while in idle mode, the HA tunnels the packets
to paging FA which pages the MN.
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6
Castelluccia et.al. proposed HMIP as HMIPv6 [46] for IPv6 networks. HMIPv6 proposes
a hierarchical architecture that separates local mobility (within a site) from global mobility.
HMIPv6 proposes deployment of Mobility Networks in the domain. The mobility network
contains one or more Mobility Agents (MA). Two tier addressing is used for MN inside the
domain: physical care-of-address (PCoA) which is a CoA on the link it is attached to, and a
virtual care-of-address (VCoA), which is a CoA in the Mobility Network of the site. As the
MN moves within the site, its PCoA keeps changing and it notifies the MA of this change
by a process similar to binding update of Mobile IPv6. The global nodes use the VCoA to
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communicate with the MN. Thus, local handoffs within the site are treated locally resulting
in faster handoff and better performance.
Architecturally, the simplest scenario for HMIPv6 is when there is only one MA (sit-
uated at the gateway). However, HMIPv6 supports several MAs, whose boundaries are
determined by the ARs that advertise the MA to the mobile nodes. The MA acts as the
local Home Agent, intercepting packets destined for the VCoA and tunnels them to the
PCoA.
IDMP
Intra Domain Micromobility Protocol (IDMP) by Dass et.al [47] uses the multi-CoA ap-
proach similar to Hierarchical Mobile IP. IDMP reduces handoff latency and signaling
overhead of frequently roaming hosts by localizing mobility-related management within
a wireless access domain. Every MN has a domain wide local care-of-address (LCoA) and
a global care-of-address (GCoA). The central entity in IDMP is a Mobility Agent (MA),
which is similar to Mobile IP-RR GFA and acts as domain wide redirection point for MN
packets. MA intercepts the packets coming at GCoA and tunnels them to LCoA. The other
entity in the architecture are subnet agent (SA) which provides subnet-specific mobility
services. IDMP supports fast handoff with minimal packet losses and paging for reduced
signaling. IDMP provides fast handoff by using a hierarchy with several child sub-network
foreign agents interconnected to it. The top-level mobility agent functions as a gateway to
the Internet. No global registration is necessary as long as hosts move within the agents
administrative domain. The home agent only needs to be updated when the mobile host
changes administrative domains.
IDMP was originally proposed as a intra-domain protocol in TeleMIP architecture [48].
An architecture called Dynamic Mobility Agent (DMA) [49] has also been proposed which
uses IDMP as the base mobility management protocol.
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2.3 Other proposals
Several other works in literature have proposed approach different from the hierarchical
approach presented in earlier section. These include Multicast for Micromobility Protocol
(MMP) [50] and MPLS based Micromobility [51], amongst others.
MMP proposes an intra-domain multicast based mobility architecture, where a visiting
MN is assigned a multicast address to use while moving within a domain. Efficient handover
is achieved using standard multicast join/prune mechanisms.
Recently, MPLS based micromobility has been proposed by Chiussi et.al [51]. Authors
propose an MPLS based network architecture that implements intra-domain micromobility
using label switched path (LSP) re-direction in a traffic engineered network. An enhanced
label edge router (LER) called label edge mobility agent (LEMA) is introduced forming a
hierarchical overlay network. Intra-domain mobility of MN is handled by an appropriately
chosen LEMA.
Table 2.1 summarizes the micromobility protocols discussed above for various proper-
ties such as location information, registration, routing etc.
2.4 A generic micromobility model
Over the last sections, we presented a summary of related work in the area of IP mobility.
There are a number of similarities in the operation of micromobility protocols despite the
differences in the architecture, location update mechanisms and routing as shown in Table
2.1. Almost all the proposals use a critical node, which we shall term as Packet Redirection
Points (PRP), that maintains location information about MN. We argue that despite differ-
ences in design approach, most micromobility protocols can be regarded as networks of
PRP’s. Furthermore, most micromobility protocols can be mapped to a generic micromo-
bility model consisting of PRPs. Each PRP contains a list of hosts whose data path traverses
the PRP. When a downlink packet arrives at an PRP, the list is searched for the destination
address and the packet forwarded to the next PRP, as indicated by the list entry. The se-
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Cellular IP HAWAII HMIPv6 IDMP MPLS MMP
based
Roots Single Single Single Single Multiple Single
/Multiple
Hierarchy None None Hierarchical Limited Flexible None
Location Replicated Replicated Distributed Limited Distributed Single
Information (MA’s) (GFA)
Registration Control/Data Control/Data Control Control Control Control
Driven Driven Driven Driven Driven Driven
(triggers
tree-join)
Nodes All All Some Some Some Some
affected
Routing per-host per-host IP-in-IP IP-in-IP Path Multicast
tunnels tunnels Restoration groups
QoS No Yes No No Yes No
Capabilities
Table 2.1: Functional Comparison - Micromobility Protocols
ries of entries associated with a particular mobile host constitutes the hosts location (i.e.,
routing) information. For example, in HMIP, the FA serves as the PRP. A hierarchy of FAs
constitute the base architecture. For Cellular IP, all the nodes in the network are PRP and
use per-host entries to forward the packets. Such a generic model is shown in Figure 2.3.
In Figure 2.3, data packets addressed to a mobile host (MN) are forwarded through
three PRP’s. The HA associated with mobile host MN tunnels packets to PRP1. Upon
reception of a data packet, PRP1 decapsulates the packet, checks its list of host entries, and
determines that the packet should be forwarded to PRP2. PRP2, in turn, forwards the packet
to PRP3, which finally forwards the packet over the air to the mobile host. The processing
required at each PRP varies from protocol to protocol. HMIP uses “IP in IP” encapsulation,
while Cellular IP and HAWAII, IP packets are encapsulated in L2 frames.
From the scalability point of view these PRP’s, that act as critical nodes inside the
network, are single point of failure. Further, the per-MN, per-packet processing requirement
at PRP implies that solutions based on this model may not be scalable in high user-density








Figure 2.3: A generic micromobility model
environments. Almost all the proposals for micromobility hide the user local mobility by
using the IP address of one of the designated PRP for its communication with corresponding
nodes. This straightaway breaks the end-to-end semantics. In the case of base Mobile IP,
HA serves as the PRP and hence was not an end-to-end solution. MIP-RO and Mobile IPv6
restore the end-to-end semantics by ensuring that packets from CN arrive the real address of
MN, but are unable to support the performance requirements in fast mobility environments.
We analyze the existing proposals in the light of this generic micromobility model. In
particular, we investigate the handoff latency, packet loss and update signalling require-
ments for each protocol. We define the following:
• dgate: Average distance between MN and the gateway in terms on hops.
• dprev: Distance between the current and previous base station of MN.
• tgate: Delay between MN and the gateway.
• tprev: Delay between current and previous base station.
• tHA: Average time needed to reach the HA in Mobile IP registration mechanism.
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• tcross: Average delay between the MN and cross-over node.
• τ: Mean throughput of MN.
In Cellular IP, the handoff mechanism triggers route update that is forwarded hop by
hop to the gateway. Therefore, latency before route set-up completes is 2*tgate (round-
trip, since gateway acknowledges route update). The number of updates required during
a handoff in this case are dgate, for each station enroute to gateway. Packet loss occurs in
Cellular IP only in case of hard handoff, when MN disconnects from one base station and
attaches to another. For Cellular IP soft handoff, there is virtually no packet loss. Number
of packets lost in case of hard handoff is τtcross, since packets are lost from the instant MN
disconnects from the previous base station to the instant route refresh message reaches the
cross-over node from new base station.
In HAWAII, there are two handoff schemes, forwarding and non-forwarding scheme.
Both involve exchange between the old and the new base station. Their total latency is thus
2tprev. The forwarding scheme generates τtprev losses since packets are lost until the update
message reaches the old base station. The non forwarding scheme is faster since the packets
are correctly forwarded as soon as the crossover station is aware of the handoff (similar to
the hard handoff in Cellular IP). In HAWAII, only the stations on the path between the
two concerned base stations perform a routing update. This generates dprev updates in the
network.
HMIP limits the handoff related signaling to local or nearest FA serving the MN. This
nearest FA is actually the cross-over node and the time to reach it is tcross from MN. When
receiving a regional registration request for a MN for which it already has an entry in its
visitors list, the crossover node must send a binding update with a zero lifetime to the
previous address of this MN to remove the old route: this is called de-registration. As
tcross is the average time to reach the crossover, the total time to reach the crossover node
and to remove the old route is 2tcross. When changing of hierarchy, the MN must perform
a classical Mobile IP registration with its HA, the latency is thus 2tHA. If we assume a
handoff between two hierarchies belonging to the same domain, the handover will involve
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2dcross FAs in the first case and dgate + MA (FAs in the new hierarchy and the HA) in the
second case.
Table 2.2 shows a comparative chart for some of the proposals discussed in this chapter
based on a similar analysis described above.
































































































































































































































































































































































































We address host mobility in a scenario where a wireless connection to the Internet is typical,
rather than an exception. We therefore assume an environment where highly mobile hosts
often migrate during active data transfer and expect the network to manage these handoffs
with little or no disturbance to ongoing data sessions. We assume a mobile Internet architec-
ture where local access networks handle local mobility with a mobility enabled Internet to
support wide-area mobility. By handling the majority of handoff control locally we can en-
gineer faster handoffs and limit the impact of handoff on active data sessions while avoiding
the exposure of local migration to distant home agents.
3.1 Micromobility Requirements
Micromobility is introduced to minimize the signaling traffic to the HA and/or CN for intra-
domain mobility (within an Local Coverage Area). In Mobile IPv6, a binding update to HA
and CN (if any) is issued each time MN performs a Layer 3 handoff.
Consider a single administrative domain, consisting of multiple IP subnets. If a MN
running Mobile IPv6 moves across the domain performing Layer 3 handoffs (at each sub-
net), for each of these movements, binding update will be issued with a minimum binding
32
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delay of 2RTTHA, where RTTHA is the round trip time to HA, and 2RTT because each
binding update is acknowledged. If we consider a large number of MN’s performing hand-
off’s at regular interval, there will be a lot of traffic generated for binding updates, which is
certainly undesirable.
Now for the same domain, consider the case when MN is running a micromobility
protocol. In this case, global updates are issued only once, after the first time connection
to the domain. After that, for each handoff the MN needs to register only with a local node
(this may not even be required!). Further, the registration delay which was 2RTTHA in case
of Mobile IPv6 for each movement is reduced to 2RTTlocal, where RTTlocal is the RTT to
local registration node.
A number of advantages can be pointed out: First, since RTTHA RTTlocal, the handoff
delay is significantly minimized; Second, the registration traffic is now localized in scope;
Third, the mobility of MN becomes transparent to global nodes (at the price of breaking
end-to-end semantics); Lastly, since majority of MN movement is expected to be within the
domain, micromobility can result in significantly lower traffic and faster handoffs.
These are the fundamental motivations for introducing localized mobility management
(LMM) extensions to Mobile IPv6 enabled Internet. An important requirement for micro-
mobility solutions is that they should fully support the macromobility mechanisms used
outside the scope of the domain. That is, the micromobility protocol and the Mobile IP
or Mobile IPv6 handover algorithms MUST maintain compatibility in their signaling in-
teractions for fulfilling complementary roles with respect to each other. [24] describes the
requirements for localized mobility management. Some of the key requirements are:
• Reduce the signaling induced by changes in the point of attachment due to the move-
ment of a host; reduction in signaling delay will minimize packet loss and possible
session loss.
• Reduce the usage of air-interface and network resources for mobility.
• Reduce the processing overhead at the peer nodes, thereby improving protocol scal-
ability.
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• Avoid creating single points of failure.
• Simplify the network design and provisioning for enabling LMM capability in a
network.
3.1.1 Design Principles
Based on micromobility requirements presented in last section, we now derive a set of
design principles that define the scope of our work. In this work, our attempt is to take a
IPv6 centric approach to host mobility and make use of its enhanced features for providing
mobility management tasks. Thus, we have pursued an approach which is a paradigm shift
compared to existing proposals. With our approach, we hope to be able to provide seamless
mobility and a simple, scalable solution for IPv6 micromobility. Following are our design
goals:
1. We seek to simplify routing inside the micromobility domain. As we have seen,
introducing proxy based solution necessitates not only maintaining per-host infor-
mation but it is required for per-packet, per-MN routing within the domain. One of
our prime goal is to device a mechanism by which network resorts to specialized
mechanisms only when MN moves, and restore normal IP routing otherwise.
2. Hierarchical mobility management reduces the performance impact of mobility by
handling local migrations locally and hiding them from HAs. In this case, the ad-
dress known by HA represents the address of a gateway that may be common to a
potentially large number of access point. We use the same approach for HA reach-
ability since this mechanism provides movement transparency of MN movement at
HA. However, using a similar approach for corresponding nodes (CNs) would mean
that normal in-session packets of MN would also need specialized handling inside
the domain. Our solution would like to address location management in such a way
that minimum processing and special handling is required for in-session packets. In
effect, our solution will treat MN↔HA and MN↔CN flows separately and optimize
the MN↔CN flow for improved performance and reduced processing requirements
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on network.
3. Signalling and registration functions load the mobile host and conflict with the re-
quirement of simple, low cost user terminals especially in environments of high
migration frequency. Using explicit signalling to convey location information may
result in high signaling overhead under such environments. For a host actively trans-
mitting data, we would like to provide an implicit mechanism for location update,
and resort to explicit mechanisms only when the user is idle or when it moves.
4. A purely proxy based architecture would not be able to benefit by the huge address
space offered by IPv6. If all the nodes inside a domain use a proxy address for
their communication with nodes on the Internet, not only does it break the end-
to-end semantics but also exposes the architecture to all the drawbacks associated
with NAT kind of architectures. A good design, therefore, must ensure end-to-end
semantics, yet fulfilling the LMM requirements.
5. Support for seamless handoff is important for micromobility. While much work has
been done to provide seamless handoff across the micromobility domain, we would
also like to address a scenario where handoffs are vertical as well as horizontal. Our
solution would provide seamless handoffs with minimum session disruption as MN
moves within and across access technologies.
Over the next sections we present our approach, Auto-update Micromobility (AUM).
AUM is a micromobility framework built on IPv6 features and uses a semi-proxy architec-
ture. It means that we continue using the proxy approach for HA connection but convey
the location information the communicating nodes (CNs). Since bulk of MN packets arrive
from CNs, such an architecture significantly reduces the network participation for MN rout-
ing and restores normal IP based routing, rendering a scalable architecture and simplified
routing. Although our description of AUM assumes Mobile IPv6 for providing macromo-
bility, it can coexist with any solution based on IPv6.













Figure 3.1: AUM Architecture
3.2 Architecture
In the design of AUM, we assume that each domain, called AUM domain, is an edge domain
connected to the Internet (Figure 3.1). The AUM domain provides support for heteroge-
nous wireless access technologies as an overlay over a regular IP network. We envision the
domain to comprise of several IP-subnets aggregated into a single domain. The basic func-
tional entitity in the network is Handoff Manager (HM), which is a specialized router inside
the network and Subnet Routers (SR) which are normal IP routers with (optional) enhanced
features to support mobility. The HM along with SR is part of a multicast group, which
facilitates delivery of MN packets when its location in unknown in the network (typically
post-handoff). The multicast based approach is our primary approach, other mechanisms
will be developed as part of our future work. The MN is a multi-nodal device capable of
supporting multiple access technologies and moves across the network topology at moder-
ate to fast rate.
Different AUM domains and its subnets may use different access mechanisms such as
802.11 wireless LAN, Bluetooth or 3G wide area wireless access. Each AUM domain is
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Figure 3.2: AGUA Format
a layer-3 (e.g., IP) routed network. A Mobile Node (MN) can experience three kinds of
mobility: (i) layer-2 mobility within the same subnet, (ii) layer-3 mobility across subnets,
and (iii) layer-3 mobility across adjacent domains.
One of our primary goals while designing AUM is that our solution should reflect min-
imum changes in the existing network and should be deployable as an overlay on top of
existing infrastructure. The handoff manager can be installed inside the domain without
any interference. The HM can be placed anywhere in the network. For simplicity, Figure
3.1 shows HM connected to the backbone. In case of networks where MN can be really
large, one HM can be deployed per subnet or responsible for a group of subnet. Multiple
HM’s are supported by AUM.
3.3 Basic Ideas
AUM comprises of two mechanisms; the first provides auto-update of MN location at CN;
and the second provides handoff management and HA reachability. We begin by a brief
about IPv6 Aggregatable global unicast address (AGUA), which is the basis for subsequent
description of AUM.
3.3.1 IPv6 Aggregatable Global Unicast Address (AGUA)
The IPv6 Aggregatable Global Unicast Address (hereafter referred to as AGUA) is de-
scribed in RFC3587 [52]. The AGUA is the widely used address format by the nodes
connected to the IPv6 Internet. Figure 3.2. shows the format of AGUA. The global routing
prefix is the value assigned to a site and the 16 bits of Subnet ID are used for creating sub-
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nets within the site. The last 64 bit of the 128 bit IPv6 address is derived from the MAC
address. The IPv6 address allocation and assignment policy draft issued by RIPE NCC [53]
provides the guidelines for allocation and distribution of IPv6 addresses.
3.3.2 Auto-update
Auto-update exploits the IPv6 addressing structure to communicate location update to CN.
The auto-update algorithm is run at CN, and a change in IPv6 address is derived as MN
mobility. If the MN mobility is localized (i.e., inside the same domain) the address differs
only in terms of 16 bit “Subnet ID” field of the address. The rest, 48 bit Prefix and 64 bit
Interface ID remain the same.
The auto-update algorithm implemented at CN makes use of this feature of IPv6 ad-
dresses. In auto-update, CN continues to accept all packets from MN as long as the ad-
dresses differ only in “Subnet ID”. This change is understood as localized mobility of MN
and the binding is refreshed to the new address. The MN does not send any updates after
moving to a new subnet. It just configures an address and starts using this new address for
its communication with CN. Figure 3.4 describes step-by-step description of auto-update
and the pseudo code for auto-update mechanism at CN is shown below in Figure 3.3:
1: for every incoming packet do
2: src address = source address of the packet
3: if src address not in cache then
4: for every address addr in cache do
5: if src address and addr have same first 48 bits and last 64 bits then





10: if found = FALSE then
11: Drop the packet
12: end if
13: end for
Figure 3.3: Auto-update algorithm
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Figure 3.4: The auto-update mechanism
The auto-update mechanism ensure that packets from CN always arrive at topologi-
cally correct address of MN (since the binding is always refreshed to MN’s most recent
address). This has several implications. First, packets sent by CN to MN do not need any
special routing support. Second, the handoff is faster since MN does not need perform any
post-handoff signaling. As soon as the address configuration completes it can resume trans-
mission. Finally, auto-update can be implemented on any IPv6 node and interwork with any
macromobility protocol. We next briefly discuss the HA operation and some assumptions
we make.
HA Reachability: Auto-update can only be implemented at a node which is
actively communicating with MN (such as CN). Since HA communicates with
MN only if there is a new connection setup request, it is important that HA
should still be reachable at MN’s new address. We address this problem by
using a handoff manager (HM), that forwards packets addressed to MN at its old
address to its new address. This is described in later sections.
Address Autoconfiguration: Auto-update assumes that MN uses IPv6 stateless
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address autoconfiguration [30]. This is not a bad assumption, since most nodes
in IPv6, especially mobile nodes, will be expected to use autoconfiguration. The
stateful address configuration (DHCPv6 [31]) is also defined for IPv6, but it will
mainly be used for assigning addresses to certain critical nodes (such as routers)
whose address should not change.
3.3.3 Addressing
In AUM, the MN has the following two kinds of addresses:
• Informed Address: Informed address is the address that is contained in the first
binding update to the HA and CN. For HA, this address remains valid as long as the
MN remains in the same domain.
• Current Address: This is address of the MN after it has completed the handoff. This
address belongs to the address space of the new point of attachment.
In addition to the informed and current address, another address is used for internal
processing called previous address. The previous address is the last known address of the
MN before it performs a handoff.
The informed address serves as the global identification for the MN and current address
identifies the current point of attachment. In our solution, packet for MN arrive at two ad-
dresses. The HA uses informed address, while the CN uses current address. A specialized
handoff manager provides mobility management for MNs in the network and maintains
location information about nodes connected to the network. HM maintains per-host in-
formation about the MNs and uses the information only for either call-setup (i.e, packets
coming from HA) or during handoff when MN packets are identified by previous address.
3.3.4 Mobility Management
Consider a MN that connects to subnet-1 as shown in Figure 3.4. The router advertise-
ment (RA) received at the new point of attachment contains information about the Hand-
off Manager (HM) serving the region. The RA also contains prefix information for the
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Figure 3.5: Message flow
subnet. Based on the advertised prefix, MN configures a address using IPv6 address auto-
configuration [30]. This is followed by HM registration.
Registration Phase
Upon configuring a address at its point of attachment, MN now registers with HM. MN
initiates registration by sending a Reg Req to HM. The HM responds to the registration
request with Reg Reply and the address of MN (say IP1) is recorded as the informed address
at HM (Figure 3.5). MN then issues global binding updates to HA and CN (Figure 3.4, 3.5).
At this point, informed and current addresses are same.
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Figure 3.6: Special mode
The First Movement
In AUM, the handoffs are mobile initiated. MN listen to beacons transmitted by base sta-
tions and initiate handoff based on signal strength measurement or a layer-2 trigger indicat-
ing an imminent change in connectivity.
When the MN moves across a subnet to another, AUM handoff mechanism is initiated.
We call this mode Special mode (Figure 3.6), since now the network resorts to specialized
mechanism. On receiving a layer-2 trigger indicating a imminent change in connectivity
(refer Figure 3.5):
• MN sends a HandoffBegin message to HM.
• On receiving HandoffBegin, HM records the last known address (source address of
the packet, IP1) as previous address.
• HM then uses IPv6 proxy neighbor discovery mechanism to intercept packets arriv-
ing at both previous and informed address (which are still same for first movement).
These packets are then sent to subnet routers over the multicast.
• Subnet routers buffer the incoming packets while the handoff process is underway.
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Figure 3.7: Normal mode
• After completing the handoff MN sends a HandoffComplete message to HM indicat-
ing its new address (IP2).
• HM records the source address of HandoffComplete message as current address.
• Subnet router to which the MN is now connected immediately forwards the packets
buffered by it without waiting for the completion of HandoffComplete update.
At this point, the handoff ends. The MN resumes sending packets to the CN using the
newly configured address (current address). The packet redirection by HM continues till
the binding is refreshed at CN by auto-update mechanism described in section 3.3.2.
Routing
Considering that MN was in a active data session with one or more CNs, the auto-update
mechanism ensures that CN is updated of MNs topologically correct address at its new point
of attachment. Now HA still is not aware of MNs change of address and we use the proxy
approach used in earlier proposals to provide HA reachability. The location information at
HM is used to forward packets arriving at informed address (IP1 in our example) to current
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address (IP2). This mode of operation is called Normal mode of operation (Figure 3.7),
when packets from CN arrive at topologically correct address (IP2) and packets from HA
arrive at informed address.
The MN has two distinct flows: one is the MN↔HA and the other is MN↔CN flow.
Bulk of packets for MN arrive from CNs, while packets from HA are usually part of con-
nection set-up duration. Considering the absence of auto-update mechanism, all the packets
(in-session or from HA) would need to be redirected by HM to MNs current point of attach-
ment (this is the case with all the current proposals). This necessitates per-packet handling
inside the domain imposing enormous processing overhead on the root node. In AUM, the
packet redirection happens only temporarily, until such time the binding is updated at CN.
Thereafter, packets start arriving at topologically correct address which does not require
HM participation. Maintaining per-host information about MNs connected to a domain is
as such necessary for functions such as AAA, QoS etc, and is used to handle the lighter flow
of packets coming via HA. This results in significant reduction in processing requirements
at HM and a scalable architecture.
Paging
Paging is an important concept used in cellular networks where mobile hosts register every
migration only when they are actively transmitting data. In contrast, an idle mobile host
send registration messages less frequently and as a result can roam large areas without
loading the network and the mobility management system. In this case, the location of
idle mobiles is only approximately known to the network. A number of major differences
between voice and data access networks make the adaptation of this concept challenging.
In particular, while telephony users are always either in active or in idle state, users of IP
networks can not easily be partitioned into such categories.
To motivate AUM’s paging solution, we refer to the multicasting scheme described for
handoff support earlier. During handoff, the HM essentially sends multiple copies of the
same data to multiple SRs that are judged to be in the vicinity of MNs current point of at-
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tachment. Since limited broadcasting of solicitations is really the central feature of paging,
the same idea of multicast can be extended to provide paging support as well. In AUM’s
paging operation, the SRs are grouped into Paging Zones (PZs), each of them identified by
some unique identifier. An MN in passive/idle mode is then able to detect changes in its
current PZ by observing a change in PZ ID as advertised by router advertisement.
As long as MN is in the same paging zone, it does not perform registration even if it
performs a Layer 3 handoff. The paging zone of MN is already recorded at HM during the
last update. Now after the Address-update duration, the current address entry is removed
at HM. When the HM now receives a packet for this MN, it multicasts a pagesolicitaion
packet to MN’s last reported paging area, and buffers the incoming packets. On reception
of pagesolicitation, MN re-registers with HM and buffered packets are forwarded to MN.




AUM is designed to efficiently operate in a wide range of environments from small indoor
systems to large area installations. These systems may operate in largely different mobil-
ity and traffic conditions. Consequently, some system parameters have to be specified that
need to be configured for each local environment and requirements. Table shows some such
parameters that would remain open and should be specified for actual environment.
Parameter Explanation
Address-update Duration after which MN should refresh binding at HM
idle-state-update Duration after which MN sends paging-update to HM
idle-state-timeout Duration after which paging update at HM is invalidated
Active-to-idle-timer Time for which MN remains active without transmitting data
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Figure 3.8: CN states
3.4.2 Router Advertisement
The router advertisement must also transmit information about HM serving the domain and
the current paging zone besides the advertised prefix of the interface. Therefore, the router
advertisement must contain the following:
• Address of HM serving the domain;
• The current Paging Zone ID;
• Prefix information about the subnet.
3.4.3 Correspondent Node Algorithm
The auto-update algorithm described in section 3.3.2 is implemented at CN. The CN keeps
monitoring incoming packets at its interface and matches the address of incoming packets
with MN addresses in its binding cache. After the MN has attached to a new point of
attachment, it resumes sending packets with its new address. For IPv6, as long as the
movement was a subnet-level movement, the address changes only in terms of subnet ID
field of IPv6 address. CN uses this logic to find a change in MNs address by monitoring
the source address of incoming packets. If there is a change in MN address only in terms of
subnet ID, the CN understands this as the result of local mobility of MN and auto-updates






Figure 3.9: MN state machine
the binding.
Figure 3.8 shows the state diagram of CN running auto-update algorithm. As in Mobile
IPv6, before sending the packets CN checks its binding cache for MNs CoA. This ensures
that after the first packet from MN reaches the CN, subsequent packets from CN are sent to
the new CoA of MN.
3.4.4 Mobile Node Algorithm
Mobile nodes can be modelled as a simple two-state state machine as illustrated in Figure
3.9. It is important to note that though the names of the two states may suggest that they
refer to whether or not the host is transmitting data, they are more related to incoming data.
The node should be in active state when it expects incoming data and in idle state otherwise.
In most cases data will be expected when there are also data or acknowledgment packets to
transmit which justifies the names of the two states.
For the MN, it just registers with HA and CN (using Mobile IPv6 binding updates) only
once upon first time connecting to the domain. Thereafter, MN needs to perform local HM
registration each time it moves across a subnet. The update to CN is implicit in the binding,
and does not require any action by MN.
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3.5 Securing AUM
3.5.1 Introduction
The auto-update mechanism updates the binding entries at CN on the basis of IP address of
the incoming packets. If the update process is not secured, an attacker can easily hijack the
connection by sending packets with a correctly configured IP address similar to that of MN.
This may trigger false binding updates at CN or the attacker can redirect all MN data to
itself. The problem is relatively easier to solve if IP security (IPSEC) is deployed. More so,
IPv6 mandates IPSEC for all its connection. With the spectrum of approaches proposed for
IPSEC, we note that IPSEC is sufficient to secure mobile connections. Currently, however,
IPSEC has not found wide-spread deployment and the interworking of IPSEC in the context
of mobility management protocols such as Mobile IPv6 has also not been fully defined.
In the context of AUM, we need a mechanism to authenticate the source of a packet
arriving at CN that triggers the auto-update mechanism. In this section, we describe a
mechanism that uses a temporary public/private key pair generated by a host to authenticate
packets in each direction. The advantage of using temporary keys is that they can be gen-
erated anew for each connection, and discarded after the session was completed. This use
of host-generated temporary keys is confined to the parties in a communication (MN - CN)
and does not require that the keys be registered with or known by any third party.
3.5.2 Operation
Before an MN initiates a connection, it creates a public/private key pair for use during this
connection. Next, it generates a token by performing a cryptographic hash of the public
part of the key pair. This token, once sent to CN, is used to authenticate MN as the source
of packets arriving at CN. The token can be sent to CN in a number of ways. The simplest
way is to send the token with the initial connection request packets. Alternatively, the token
can be routed via HA to CN. The initial exchange of token must be secured, else the scheme
becomes vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack, where the attacker may intercept the token
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and use it to provide false authentication. The CN stores the token and the source IP address
information in a table. At some point in the communication, MN also sends its public key
to CN. The CN verifies that the received public key hashes to the previously provided token
and stores it along with token. (Figure 3.10)
In AUM, after an MN performs the handoff, it immediately starts sending packets to
CN, with the source address as the newly configured address post-handoff. Now, with the
scheme in place, the packets sent to CN also contain the token, signed using the private key
of MN. When the CN receives the packet, it verifies the digital signature using the saved
public key and returns a challenge packet. The challenge packet is sent to the IP address
that was in the source IP address field of the incoming packet.
When the MN receives the challenge packet it encrypts the test value in its private key
and sends the result back to CN. When the CN gets the challenge response it decrypts the
test value using the stored public key associated with the MN. If the results match then the
CN can be sure that the node that sent the packets was the correct MN.
3.6 Summary
The last sections described the functional details of AUM. AUM presents a new approach
to micromobility by enabling the location update at the peer node. Consequently, CN sends
data to MN at its topologically correct address and the packet does not need any special
handling inside the micromobility domain. This leads to much routing simplification and
reduced MN states inside the access domain (at handoff manager). Even though HM is a
agent inside the domain, the processing requirements are considerably less since HM is part
of MN routing only during handoff. This lends greater scalability to AUM architecture and
makes HM more reliable.
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Figure 3.10: Message Exchange for Security Scheme
4
Performance Evaluation of AUM
In this chapter, we present performance results of AUM based on a combination of simula-
tion and experimental implementation. We study the related work in this area, that presents
a discussion of performance results reported for various schemes. This is followed by re-
sults from the simulation of AUM in NS-2 and results from the testbed implementation of
AUM on Linux 2.4.22 kernel.
4.1 Related Work
A number of proposals have been made for micromobility management [41, 42, 46, 47].
Despite being designed for almost the same kind of underlying networks, the characteris-
tic and design principle of each is quite distinct. Some authors [54], [55] have presented
cross-comparison of various protocols. The research group at Columbia University have
developed a ns-2 based simulation software that has been used by the authors [55] for a
comparative analysis of various protocols. This has been by far the most extensive work on
simulation analysis of IP based micromobility protocols.
Some early proposals such as [56] [57] have described results from experimental analy-
sis from their two cell testbed. The analysis focusses on the handoff performance involving
51
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packet loss for real time traffic and TCP throughput analysis. Authors in [58] have also
presented their results in a experimental set-up of two-cell testbed. The multicasting ap-
proach is designed to provide very smooth handoffs with virtually zero packet loss. This
is achieved by assigning multicast addresses to mobile users and delivering packets to both
the old and new base stations during handoff. In addition, packets may be buffered in the
base stations to eliminate packet loss. Measurements reported in [59] show that multicas-
ting combined with buffering entirely eliminates packet loss at handoff while multicasting
without buffering still allows 2 to 4 packets to be lost, depending on the distance between
the old and new base stations.
The performance of TCP in a wireless environment has recently been widely studied
in the literature. TCP is optimized to operate in a wired environment where bit errors are
rare and packet loss is typically due to congestion. In wireless mobile systems, however,
packets can get lost due to bit errors over the wireless link or at handoff. TCP flow control
interprets these packet losses as signs of congestion and reduces transmission rate. To
overcome the problem, in [60] the end-to-end TCP connection is split into two separate
connections, one over the wireless “last hop” and another over the wired section. In [61] a
fast retransmission scheme is proposed and evaluated in an experimental testbed. A wide
array of other proposals are presented in [62], [63], [64], [65] and in references therein.
An overview and comparison of existing solutions is presented in [66]. Most proposals,
however, rely on maintaining per flow information (e.g., packet buffer) in the base stations.
This requirement conflicts with our design objective of keeping nodes unaware of data
sessions. In addition, the flow specific information needs to be relocated at handoff which
further increases node complexity. The applicability of the above mentioned solutions in a
AUM network is therefore limited.
The focus of our analysis is on handoff performance with the following two major
parameters:
• Handoff Delay: This corresponds to the time it takes for correct routing to be estab-
lished when the mobile node performs a L3 handoff. The handoff delay is a critical



































Figure 4.1: ns-2 modifications
parameter for the performance of IP mobility systems, more so in case of real-time
applications which have stringent performance bounds.
• Packet Loss: Movement of mobile node across the network topology results in hand-
offs. Since the mobile node is unreachable during the handoff duration, packets des-
tined to it cannot be delivered and hence may be dropped. For real time applications
this means degraded performance and for TCP based applications this may result in
re-transmissions degrading the throughput.
4.2 Simulation
To simulate AUM, we modified the mobiwan [69] extension of ns-2 [70] simulator. ns-2
is a public domain simulator written in C++ and Tcl [74] programming languages and is
widely used to analyze IP networks, in particular the TCP protocol. The mobiwan extends
the ns-2 extensions for IPv6 and Mobile IPv6 under a variety of topologies. The intent of
our experiments was to verify the working of auto-update mechanism of AUM and compare
it with the performance of Mobile IPv6 under a similar experimental set-up.
To implement auto-update, we added a snooptarget module (Figure 4.1) which passes
the packets directly to the MIPv6 Agent from the channel. The correspondent node (CN)












Figure 4.2: Simulation setup
was modified to incorporate auto-update, wherein it updates the binding cache to the source
of packets passed by snooptarget. The mobile node (MN) was also modified to send binding
updates only once upon first time connection to the network. Thereafter, MN doesn’t send
any more global updates as long as it is connected to the same domain (identified by the
top level prefix). Our model supports network of arbitrary topology but there are some
limitations and assumptions that have been made. The most important of these are:
• An “ideal wireless interface” is used. Packets transmitted over the wireless interface
encounter no delay, bit error or loss.
• The network is configured when the simulation session is initiated and the topology
remains constant during simulation.
• Wireless cells are assumed to overlap and mobile hosts move from one cell to another
in zero time.
• The Home Agent (HA) is not modelled in our simulations, since the focus is on MN
↔ CN flow. The HA participates only for the first handoff of MN and subsequent
connection establishment of MN and CN.
• Lastly, the security vulnerabilities are ignored. This is so particularly for auto-update
where the snooptarget module passes packets directly to the MIPv6 Agent.
The simulation setup for our experiments is shown in Figure 4.2. A simple wireless
model is chosen, assuming perfect overlapping coverage, no propagation loss and no trans-
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(a) Percentage packet drop for CBR traffic (Simulation)























(b) Packet received/dropped for CBR traffic
Figure 4.3: CBR packet loss
mission loss. The link latency in the micromobility domain (straight lines) is 2 ms, whereas
the link latency for the internet is 10 ms. The link bandwidths are 10 Mbps within the mi-
cromobility domain and 1.5 Mbps in the internet. Lightly loaded conditions were simulated
and the simulation were run for 1000 seconds, with random handoffs of “ping-pong” nature.
In different simulations, the varying link latencies were used to simulate lightly loaded and
heavily loaded conditions, with packet taking longer time in transit during heavily loaded
conditions.
4.2.1 Constant Bit Rate UDP Traffic
Constant-bit-rate (CBR) UDP traffic was applied from MN to CN, to investigate the per-
formance in terms of average number of packets dropped per handoff for the simulation
































Figure 4.4: Time-sequence graph for TCP
topology described above. The application data rate was kept at 400 kbps, which is accom-
plished by sending 1000 bytes every 2ms. The simulation time was kept at 1000 seconds.
Therefore, during the entire duration of simulation 50000 packets are sent.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.3(a), x-axis shows the
link latency of the links in micromobility domain and the y-axis shows the percentage of
packets dropped during the simulation. As can be seen, the packet drop increases with
the increase in link latency in both Mobile IPv6 and AUM. However, with increasing link
latency, Mobile IPv6 binding update takes longer time to complete, increasing the handoff
duration and increased packet loss. In AUM, the application is not stalled and MN starts
sending packet immediately after the address configuration resulting in fewer packet loss.
The packet drop in AUM only occurs during the uncertain period, which is the time it takes
MN to connect to a new base station and configure an IPv6 address. Figure 4.3(b) shows
the packets received and packets dropped for both cases.
4.2.2 TCP Performance
For the same simulation topology as described for CBR traffic, FTP traffic was simulated
with TCP packet size of 1500 bytes. TCP dynamics were investigated during handoff in
Mobile IPv6 and AUM.
To simulate HM behavior, we enabled the previous base station forwarding option in
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mobiwan. By default, MN sends a binding update to previous base station in mobiwan.
The base station buffers the MN packets during handoff, and passes them to MN upon
completion of handoff. MN then starts sending TCP acknowledgments right away using its
newly configured address on receipt of which CN automatically updates its binding cache.
Figure 4.4 shows the sequence-time graph obtained for both Mobile IPv6 and AUM. As
can be seen, AUM performs better than Mobile IPv6, with smaller handoff duration and stall
time. A snapshot of handoff at 290 seconds shows that handoff duration is much shorter in
AUM. The longer handoff duration of Mobile IPv6 can be attributed to application stalling
due to binding update procedure. The delay between the address configuration and getting a
binding acknowledgement at MN is absent in AUM, leading to faster handoff. The average
TCP throughput also increased by upto 4.5% in the case of AUM, demonstrating the benefit
of auto-update.
4.3 Testbed Implementation
4.3.1 IP mobility Testbed @ CiRL
In parallel with the simulation of micromobility proposals in ns-2, an IPv6 based IP mobility
testbed has been developed at Communications and Internet Research Lab (CiRL). We
have implemented a fully functional Mobile IPv6 testbed connected to 6Bone. The testbed
comprises of 4 subnets and provides connectivity through LAN and WLAN (802.11 b and
802.11 g) (Figure 4.5). The home network used for local mobility experiments uses a linux
box for HA functionality. The rest of the routers are commercial IPv6 routers [72], with
the main router connected to the 6Bone providing global connectivity. We also have a linux
box at Tokyo, which is used for performing experiments for geographically distant HA and
CN.
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Figure 4.5: CiRL Mobility Testbed
4.3.2 Implementation Details
We have implemented AUM in the Linux 2.4.22 kernel, using the MIPL Mobile IPv6 imple-
mentation. The CN module of MIPL was modified to implement auto-update mechanism.
The CN maintains a binding cache, where it stores information about the various MNs it
is communicating with. This is done through the Linux /proc file system. A directory in
the /proc file system contains files containing information about MN’s home address, care-
of-address and lifetime associated with the binding. We modified the handle homeaddr()
function to implement auto-update at CN. The HM module was implemented as a Netfilter
hook. All the packets passing by the netfilter are examined by the HM module. The various
control messages, namely, RegReq, RegReply, HandoffBegin and HandoffComplete were
implemented as simple ICMPv6 packets. The advantage with IPv6 is that these messages
need not carry any payload, since all the information about their address can be derived
from last 64 bits of the address. For our experiments, we used the available ICMPv6 type 5,
with different codes for each type of message. Upon receiving a RegReq, a binding structure
is initiated which consists of the three type of addresses.
Results presented in this section are from the testbed setup shown in Figure 4.6. The












Figure 4.6: Testbed setup
setup consists of three subnets and the wireless coverage of each is provided by cisco ac-
cess points. One of the subnet acts as the home network for the MN, while other two act
as the subnets of the visited network. The two foreign subnets are interconnected using
100Mb/s full duplex links. The MN is a Pentium III, 980 MHz Fujitsu laptop running
2.4.22 Linux kernel, equipped with 11 Mb/s 2.4 GHz cisco aironet radio interface. Another
host in Tokyo, connected through a 155 Mbps SingAREN [71] link, was also used for our
experiments.
Throughout the experiments, MN stays in an overlapping region of cells of both the base
stations. For performing the handoff, we developed a utility that triggers handoffs at regu-
lar, specified intervals regardless of the measured signal quality. This was done to ensure
periodic, accurate handoffs. The results presented below are essentially for hard handoff,
where the MN completely disconnects from the previous base station before associating
with a new base station. We present performance comparison of the following schemes:
• Auto-update with HM: In this scheme, the complete architecture, including the auto-
update mechanism and HM is used.
• Auto-update: In this scheme, only auto-update mechanism is used without any buffer-
ing by HM.
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• Mobile IPv6 (Global): This is the pure Mobile IPv6 scheme, with HA situated at the
tokyo machine of our testbed.
• Mobile IPv6 (Local): In this scheme, the HA is a local node on the testbed. To
closely approximate the performance of this setup to the performance of hierarchical
schemes such as HMIPv6, the return routability mechanism was turned off.
In what follows, we present results for UDP and TCP performance for an MN perform-
ing regular handoffs in the foreign domain. The traces were collected at MN and also at CN
to understand the impact of handoffs on the performance of applications running at both
ends.
4.3.3 UDP performance
In our first experiment, Iperf was used to send UDP packets of 1240 bytes at a rate of 500
Kbps. The handoffs at MN are triggered by the utility and MN moves between the two
access points at periodic intervals. Our objective in these experiments was to measure the
packet loss over different frequencies of handoff.
The measurement results are plotted in Figure 4.7. Each point on the graph was ob-
tained by averaging loss measurements over 20 experiments for each case. Two cases were
investigated: First, with MN as sender and second with CN as sender. Figure 4.7(a) shows
the packet loss in case of MN sender, for different handoff frequencies. As can be seen,
packet loss increases with the increase in handoff frequency. This is due to the fact that dur-
ing the rendezvous period, (which is defined as the time it takes for the MN to disconnect
from the old base station and connect to the new one) no packets can be sent out of the MN
interface. As Iperf keeps pumping the UDP data even during this period, packets are lost.
However, packet loss in case of AUM is lesser than Mobile IPv6 (local). This is because in
case of AUM, the handoff is completed faster due to the absence of any significant control
signaling. As soon as it configures an address for itself, the MN can start sending data. In
contrast, in Mobile IPv6 (local), the MN has to first send a update to the local HA, and wait
for a reply. The routing setup from HA to MN also takes more time, resulting in slightly








































(b) UDP packet loss with CN sender (AUM vs MIPv6 (local))
Figure 4.7: UDP Packet Loss
longer handoffs.
Amongst the most common applications in mobile environments will be audio/video
streaming and full-duplex multimedia communications. To investigate the former, the same
experiments were conducted, this time with CN as the sender. The results are plotted in
Figure 4.7(b). Due to the participation of handoff manager in this case, AUM achieves zero
packet loss, while in case of Mobile IPv6 (local) the packet loss steadily rises with the in-
crease in handoff frequency. The buffering requirement at HM depends on the transmission
rate of applications running at MN. Figure 4.8 illustrates the buffering requirements at HM
for various transmission rates. Even for transmission rate as high as 500 kbps, the buffer-
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Figure 4.9: Packet Loss for VIC
ing requirement was found to be around 49 packets (or 72 KB), which is well within the
capacity of modern routers.
The auto-update algorithm can work only if there is traffic flowing from MN to CN. In
the absence of any packets arriving from MN at CN, auto-update cannot work. Any packet,
whether data or control, is sufficient for auto-update to work. In case the flow is strictly
unidirectional (from CN to MN), packets follow a triangular route (via HM), which is also
the case with all the existing schemes. The results described above for unidirectional flow
from CN to MN demonstrate that, for this case, AUM can still achieve zero packet loss due
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Handoffs 1 2 3 4 5
CN Flow 148 310 461 609 749
MIPv6 MN Flow 143 301 453 600 757
Total 291 611 914 1209 1506
CN Flow 28 35 86 101 155
AU MN Flow 22 32 65 89 154
Total 50 67 151 190 309
CN Flow 0 0 0 0 0
AU + HM MN Flow 25 43 72 105 134
Total 25 43 72 105 134
Table 4.1: Specific values of Packet Loss along each flow for VIC
to the buffering support at HM.
To investigate the case of full-duplex multimedia communication, we conducted a set of
experiments using VIC [68], a real-time video-conferencing tool. VIC supports a number
of protocols and we chose RTP as the underlying protocol. Fortunately, in RTP, receiver
sends periodic control messages back to sender which makes auto-update possible, even for
unidirectional flow. For this experiment, a bi-directional data flow was initiated (i.e. MN
to CN and CN to MN) to simulate a video-conference. Figure 4.9 shows the packet loss
for three cases: auto-update, auto-update with HM and Mobile IPv6 (local) over various
handoff frequencies. The packet loss increases with the increase in handoff frequency in
case of Mobile IPv6. For only auto-update, the behavior is similar to Mobile IPv6 but with
lesser packet loss owing to faster handoff. The case of auto-update with handoff manager is
interesting, since in this case the packet loss happens only along the MN to CN flow. Packet
loss along CN to MN is zero due to buffering at handoff manager. Table 4.1 shows specific
values of packet loss along each flow.
4.3.4 TCP Performance
In this section, we present results of TCP performance. Our objective was to study the
impact of handoff on the performance of TCP, over a variety of handoff characteristics. We
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conducted bulk transfers from a fixed host (CN) to a client on MN. The MN initiates the
connection from a location and then performs handoff at various times during the session.
The TCP new reno, default in Linux implementations, is used as the transport protocol with
an application data rate of 500 kbits/s.
In the experimental results presented, the MN downloads a large file from the CN.
Figure 4.10 shows the average throughput for the TCP session over a variety of handoff
frequencies for the complete transfer of the file. For a handoff frequency of once every
minute shown in Figure 4.10(a), the performance of AUM, Mobile IPv6 (local) and Mobile
IPv6 (global) is almost similar. However, as the handoff frequency increases, Mobile IPv6
shows a sharp deterioration in throughput. With AUM, handoff completes as soon as MN
sends a handoffcomplete message to HM, upon which the buffered packets are passed to
the MN. The result of this is that the TCP recovery begins much earlier in case of AUM
compared to Mobile IPv6 resulting in improved throughput.
We now discuss the TCP retransmission behavior during handoff. Another set of ex-
periments were conducted, this time at a much slower rate of transmission. Figure 4.11 ∗
shows the TCP sequence trace obtained for AUM. The traces at CN and MN are plotted
together, and a zoom of post handoff trace is shown as well.
At time t ≈ 80.3s, the MN performs the handoff. The handoff duration is from 80.3s
to 81.6 s. During this duration, CN sends four new packets and 2 retransmitted packets (at
80.78s and 81.28s). Before the third timeout occurs, MN completes the handoff and sends
a HandoffComplete packet to HM. The packets during this duration (80.3s to 81.28s), are
buffered and HM forwards these packets to MN immediately on the receipt of Handoff-
Complete. When the first packet from HM arrives at MN, MN sends an acknowledgment
to CN. This acknowledgement arrives at CN, and it transmits the next packet to MN. The
dotted line in the zoom plot marks the time when the first post-handoff packet arrives at MN
(81.67s). During this duration, HM has already forwarded all the buffered packets to MN.
Specifically, upon receiving the packet with sequence 4472.12, MN sends an acknowledg-
∗The sequence numbers are normalized to KB and is indicated inside brackets



































































































(d) Handoff Period = 10 s
Figure 4.10: Average Throughput for TCP New Reno
ment asking for sequence 4473.43, despite the fact that it receives this packet right after that
(forwarded from HM). Similar retransmissions occur for the remaining forwarded packets,
each of which generates an acknowledgement. Thus, in spite of buffering the packets, they
are still retransmitted by CN due to spurious timeout. Therefore, buffering packets only
helps the MN to start the TCP recovery faster, but cannot avoid spurious timeout at CN.
Further, recall that the experiment was performed for slow transfer rate. For higher trans-
mission rates, more packets will be unnecessarily retransmitted by CN.
Several solutions have been proposed to address the issue of spurious timeout [75], [76].
One of the solutions is Forward-RTO (FRTO) [76]. FRTO is an algorithm for recovering
from the TCP retransmission time-out (RTO) efficiently even when the RTO was spurious.
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It is a TCP sender algorithm that does not require any TCP options to operate. After re-
transmitting the first unacknowledged segment triggered by an RTO, the FRTO algorithm at
the TCP sender monitors the incoming acknowledgements to determine whether the time-
out was spurious and to decide whether to send new segments or retransmit unacknowl-
edged segments. The algorithm effectively avoids additional unnecessary retransmissions
and thereby improves TCP performance in case of a spurious timeout. Since this option is
also available in Linux implementation of TCP, we investigated the performance improve-
ments due to FRTO for the experiment described earlier.
For this experiment, we enabled FRTO at CN’s TCP stack. Figure 4.12 shows the TCP
sequence trace for this case. In this case, CN sends 4 new packets and 2 retransmissions
during the handoff. However, the first packet received from CN at MN is not a retransmitted
packet. This can be explained if we analyze carefully the FRTO algorithm. The algorithm
specifies that if the first acknowledgment advances the TCP window, then transmit up to two
new (previously unsent) segments immediately. In this case, the first acknowledgment from
MN is numbered 8083.22 which causes the TCP window to advance. Consequently, CN
sends two new segments to MN. Besides, FRTO can override the Nagle algorithm during
the first step. This results in sending the packet even before it has collected enough data.
This explains why the first segment sent to MN is smaller than the subsequent packets.
MN replies with yet another in-sequence acknowledgment which again advances the TCP
window. According to the algorithm, the second in order acknowledgement is an indication
of spurious time out, which will trigger the normal resumption of TCP connection without
any retransmission.
4.3.5 Results Summary
Summarizing the results, AUM delivers smaller disruption to real-time traffic compared
to Mobile IPv6 and localized Mobile IPv6. In particular, packet loss is zero along the
CN to MN traffic flow. Results of experiments involving a real application such as VIC
demonstrated AUM’s capability of providing seamless handoff performance. For the case of
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TCP, AUM results in significant throughput improvements over Mobile IPv6 and localized
Mobile IPv6. We discussed results where spurious timeouts at CN resulted in unnecessary
retransmissions. We then demonstrated how FRTO can help improve the performance.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented results from experimental evaluation of AUM in simulation
and testbed environments. Two parameters that affect the service quality most, handoff de-
lay and packet loss were analyzed for auto-update and compared with similar results from
Mobile IPv6. Our rational of comparison with Mobile IPv6 is simple: the auto-update
mechanism can be looked upon as a improvement to the binding update procedure of Mo-
bile IPv6. It was further shown that having a handoff manager, the packet loss drops to zero.
The cost of this improvement in performance is that buffering and message exchange is re-
quired at handoff manager. We also discussed the effect of handoff on TCP, where spurious
timeout results in unnecessary packet retransmission. It was shown that this problem can
be addressed by using the FRTO mechanism.
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Figure 4.11: TCP sequence trace for AUM
































































































































































































































































Over the last two chapters we presented AUM, an architecture and protocol for micromobil-
ity that exploits IPv6 to simplify location management and presents a simple and scalable
approach. While AUM augers well with the requirements of future network, it can op-
erate only in pure IPv6 environments. This section presents the design of an IPv4 based
mechanism called Reverse ICMP Redirect (RIR).
5.2 Motivation
There are two central challenges in mobility management: Location Management and
Handoff Management. In macromobility protocols such as Mobile IPv6, location manage-
ment is handled by the home agent (HA) which is responsible to ensure global reachability
of mobile node (MN) while it is away from home. In effect, HA becomes the termination
point for first packets directed to MN, and it tunnels these packets to the current location of
MN at its care-of-address (CoA). Almost all the proposals for micromobility take a similar
approach for location management, where a designated node is responsible for diverting
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traffic to MN’s current point of attachment inside the domain. This node is usually the
gateway of the domain, and MN uses the IP address of gateway for its transport layer con-
nections. This way, all the MN traffic naturally terminates at the gateway and it forwards
this traffic to the MN.
The scheme works and the handoff performance too is excellent as reported by many
authors. But the fundamental flaw with these proposals is that the Agent (i.e. the gateway)
becomes a single point of failure in such architectures. Further, even if the domain-scoped
location information is stored in a distributed manner across several nodes, the point of
traffic aggregation remains single and remains a point of failure.
The motivation behind Reverse-ICMP-Redirect (RIR), the subject of this chapter, is to
develop a agent-less solution for seamlessly managing the location of MN inside the do-
main. Further, our focus will be on promoting a distributed, coherent location management
strategy. At this point, we are not considering handoff management for RIR, since that can
be included once we have defined the location management.
5.3 Reverse-ICMP Redirect
The ICMP redirect mechanism [77] allows routers to inform other nodes of a better first
hop toward a destination. Hosts can be redirected to another router connected to the same
link, but more commonly to another neighbor. Once the host receives ICMP redirect from
the router, it adds an entry for its neighbor in its routing table. Also, according to the
specifications [77] only router is allowed to send the redirect messages. This is done to
ensure that a malicious node does not send false redirects. The redirect message can also
be sent by a router to another router (for example lower layer router) to inform it of a direct
link to a host or router.
As we have seen, in mobile environments the handoffs are mobile initiated. Whether
MN sends a control message to a node before it moves depends on various factors such as
advance movement knowledge at MN, protocol design choice etc. In approaches where it
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Figure 5.1: First and Second Movement in R-ICMP-R
does send a message, such as AUM, IDMP etc. the routers recognize the message and take
action as specified by the protocol.
RIR combines the two mechanisms described above, namely ICMP redirect and mobile-
initiated handoffs. We introduce a new ICMP message type, called Reverse-ICMP-Redirect
that is sent by a MN to its current router. We explain the mechanism with the help of an
example. Consider the network architecture shown in Figure 5.1, which shows a network
consisting of a number of routers, all part of the same domain. The routers are enhanced
IP routers, support R-I-R and are capable of maintaining MN specific information. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume the routers also function as base station for the subnet.
• Consider at time t1 (Figure 5.1) a MN connects to router R1. Upon connection, it
configures the address (say IP1) corresponding to the subnet served by R1 and sends
a global binding update (to HA and CN) indicating IP1 as its care-of-address. This
address is also recorded at R1 as the local home address (IPH) of MN.
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Figure 5.2: Third Movement in R-ICMP-R
• At time t2, MN performs a handoff and moves to the subnet served by R2 (Figure
5.1). Upon reconnection, MN sends a RIR message to R2 indicating that it was last
served by R1. Here, the assumption is that MN is able to remember the last served
router. On receiving the Reverse-ICMP-Redirect message from MN, R2 sends a
ICMP redirect message to R1 indicating that all packets destined at IPH be sent to
IP2 via itself. Upon reception of ICMP redirect from R2, R1 changes its binding
information to IPH → IP2. Hereon, all packets destined to IP1 (IPH) are forwarded
to IP2, since the ICMP redirect has created a entry in the R1’s routing table.
• The third movement is interesting. At time t3, MN performs another handoff and
connects to subnet served by R3 (Figure 5.2). Upon reconnection, it sends a RIR
message to R3 indicating R2 as its last router. The R3 sends a ICMP redirect message
to R2, which in turn sends it to R1 since it is getting packets from it. When the ICMP
redirect reaches R1, its entry is changed from IPH → IP2 to IPH → IP3. After this R1
sends packets directly to R3 since its binding is updated.
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Figure 5.3: Reverse ICMP Redirect message exchange
Figure 5.3 shows the message exchange for the steps described above. At each movement,
MN initiates the RIR message which contains the address of the last router it was connected
to. Thereafter, ICMP redirects are generated towards the local home node (R1 in this case).
5.4 Discussion
Several features of RIR make it an attractive choice for mobility management:
• There is no single node responsible for location management. Whichever router MN
connects for the first time becomes the local home node for MN.
• The mechanism works almost automatically. Once the ICMP redirect is generated
by the new router, a chain of ICMP redirects are generated till the local home node
receives the ICMP redirect. Beyond that, intermediate nodes need not maintain any
information since they will not be part of the routing anymore since the local home
node will directly send the packet to the new router.
• The location information is thus distributed along the different routers, with each one
of them capable of being a local home node.
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• RIR is completely transparent of global nodes and the routing setup delay is equal
to the time it takes for ICMP redirects to reach the local home node. Further, a
mechanism can be envisioned where the previous routers buffers the packets till it
receives a redirect for the particular host. After that, it forwards the buffered packets,
generates the next level ICMP redirect and moves out of the routing path.
RIR can be contrasted with AUM in several ways:
• AUM relies on handoff manager (agent) for maintaining location management. Be-
sides, a single HM serves a particular region consisting of some subnets. In contrast,
RIR is a agent-less mechanism and relies on natural ICMP redirects to update the
location information at the designated local home node.
• The post handoff message exchange in case of AUM did not require any explicit
information to be sent. Just the source address of the packet is sufficient for HM to
initial proper action. In case of RIR, MN needs to send the address of the last router
to which it was connected to.
• The MN node in AUM could operate in a memoryless fashion. All it needs to do at
the new point of attachment is to send a HandoffComplete message to HM. In RIR,
the node has to remember the last router to which it was connected.
6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we investigated the mobility management challenges for future IP based net-
works with ubiquitous wireless Internet availability. Localized mobility management or
micromobility management techniques are critical to achieve acceptable quality of service
for voice and data application in such networks.
Central to the performance degradation in case of IP mobility is the handoff perfor-
mance and location management. Mobile IP provides a simple and scalable solution by
providing a two-tier addressing architecture for IP nodes. But Mobile IP usage in high
mobility environments leads to significant packet loss and signalling overhead. Several
micromobility solutions have been proposed that successfully localize the mobility related
signaling resulting in reduced handoff latency and improved performance.
In this thesis, we developed two mechanisms for micromobility management in IP net-
works, each for IPv4 and IPv6 networks. The first, Auto-update Micromobility (AUM), is
the first end-to-end network layer protocol for micromobility management in IPv6. AUM
has been implemented in Linux and extensive performance analysis has been carried out.
The results presented in this thesis demonstrate that AUM delivers excellent handoff perfor-
mance. The second protocol, Reverse ICMP Redirect (RIR) presents a simple, agent-less
approach for micromobility management in IPv4 networks. The strength of RIR lies in its
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ability to provide an automatic mechanism for location management by using ICMP redi-
rect messages across the network. Also, distributed location management ensures that the
mechanism can be used to support a large numbers of hosts in a network.
6.1 Completed Work
The main contribution of this thesis is the design and development of AUM and RIR proto-
cols for micromobility management in IP networks. We first classified the existing mech-
anisms and derived a generic micromobility model. It was shown that despite operational
differences, the current approaches use almost similar design principle, that of providing
packets redirection in a proxy manner.
A true end-to-end approach for micromobility has been realized in AUM. The semi-
proxy architecture of AUM delivers a highly scalable, end-to-end solution for micromobility
management in IPv6 networks. Implementation results show that AUM performs better
than Mobile IPv6 or localized Mobile IPv6 for various traffic conditions. The disruption
and packet loss is significantly lesser in AUM compared to other schemes. AUM also
outperforms these schemes for TCP and delivers excellent throughput, even in high mobility
environments.
Since AUM is a purely IPv6 based approach, it satisfies only a part of our research
objectives. Consequently, RIR protocol, briefly discussed in Chapter 5, has been developed.
RIR takes a very simple and scalable approach for location management by inducing natural
ICMP Redirects along the path from local home node to the current access router. The main
strength of this approach is its Agent-less design and underlying IP layer independence.
The location management is achieved in a distributed manner in RIR, giving it an edge
over other mechanisms that have a single point of failure usually in a Agent where location
information is kept.
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6.2 Future Work
The protocols developed in this thesis, represent a unique approach for supporting micro-
mobility in future networks. While AUM has been extensively evaluated in simulations
and testbed implementation, RIR has not been evaluated yet. Further continuation of this
work can focus on implementing RIR on a real testbed setup and evaluate its handoff per-
formance.
Another interesting extension to this work would be developing suitable analytical
model for the protocols. This will not only offer deep insights into limitations and ben-
efits of the protocols, but will also help to better understand the performance bounds of
IP based mobile communication systems. Suggested focus areas can be resource require-
ments, handoff blocking probability and scalability analysis of mobile systems employing
the proposed protocols.
Finally, the two approaches can be integrated into a framework that provides a complete
solution for both IPv4 and IPv6. The integrated solution can then be used in IPv4/IPv6
hybrid networks.
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In this chapter, we investigate the performance of AUM and HMIPv6 by using the well
known Fluid Flow and Random Walk mobility models. We evaluate the performance in
terms of location update cost and packet delivery cost. Our main focus of the analysis,
however, will be on processing costs. One of the obvious advantages of using auto-update
mechanism in AUM is that it enables end-to-end location management in micromobility
environments. This reduces the per-packet processing requirement at the access network.
Unless when an MN is performing a handoff, packets arrive at topologically correct address
in AUM, and hence require no special handling. In case of HMIPv6, a per-packet/per-MN
processing is necessitated at the Mobility Anchor Point (MAP). All the packets arriving at
MAP (typically situated at the border router) are processed to determine the local address
used by the MN inside the domain.
A.1 Mobility Models
For our analysis we use a hexagonal cellular network architecture. We assume that a micro-
mobility domain consists of ring r(r ≥ 0) which is composed of 6r cells. The innermost cell
(labelled 0) is called the center cell. The rings are formed around this central cell (labelled
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Figure A.1: Hexagonal cellular architecture




6r + 1 = 3R(R + 1) + 1 (A.1)
Next we consider the two mobility models, namely, Random Walk and Fluid Flow mobility
model. These models have been extensively used in the literature to analyze the perfor-
mance of mobility management schemes.
A.1.1 Random Walk Mobility Model
The random walk mobility model has been extensively used to model pedestrian move-
ments, with low mobility patterns. For random walk model, we use a one-dimensional
Markov chain model shown in Figure 2. In this model, the next position of MN is equal to
the previous position plus a random variable drawn from an arbitrary distribution. The MN
moves to a new cell with probability (1 - q) and the probability that it remains in the current
cell is q. For the hexagonal ring architecture assumed for our analysis, the MN moves to
the next cell with a probability of 1/6. Also, the probability that a movement results in an
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Figure A.2: State diagram for random walk model














The state r of a Markov chain is defined as the distance between the current cell of the
MN and the center cell. This is equivalent to the index of the ring where MN is located.
Therefore, MN is in state r if it is currently in ring r. We now calculate the transition
probabilities representing the distance from the center cell increasing or decreasing when
MN moves. These transition probabilities are αr,r+1 and βr, r − 1 respectively and given by:
αr,r+1 =

(1 − q) if r=0
(1 − q)( 13 + 16r ) if 1 ≤ r ≤ R
βr,r−1 = (1 − q)( 13 − 16r ) if 1 ≤ r ≤ R
A.1.2 Fluid Flow Mobility Model
The fluid flow model is used to model scenarios with high mobility and static movement
direction. In this model, the direction of MN movement is uniformly distributed in the
range of (0, 2pi). If the average velocity of an MN is υ, and let Rc and Rd be the cell and
domain crossing rates, we have:
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Rc = ρ.υ.Lc/pi (A.4)
Rd = ρ.υ.L(R)/pi (A.5)
where,
• Lc = Perimeter of cell
• L(R) = Perimeter of domain consisting of R rings
• ρ = MN density
For the hexagonal architecture for our analysis, the perimeter of domain, L(R), can be
obtained as:
L(R) = 6 × (2R + 1) × Lc/6 (A.6)
A.2 Calculation of the Cost Functions
We divide the total cost into location update cost and packet delivery cost. The location
update cost comprises of the updates sent to home agent (HA) and the local registrations
performed by MN. The packet delivery cost is made up of two components, the packet
processing required at the domain node and the routing cost.
A.2.1 Location update cost
Due to the similarity in the location update operation of HMIPv6 and AUM, the location
update cost is almost similar both cases. In both AUM and HMIPv6, a global binding
update is issued whenever MN moves beyond the scope of domain. For local movements
inside the domain, HMIPv6 requires a local binding update with MAP while AUM requires
a HandoffBegin-HandoffComplete operation with HM.
Therefore we consider these two kinds of location updates: the global binding update
(Cg) and the local binding update (Cl). A global binding update is issued whenever MN
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enters a HMIPv6/AUM domain. This event occurs only once as long as MN stays in the
same domain. In this update, MN informs its HA of its RCoA/Informed Address. Hereafter,
as MN moves inside the MAP domain, it obtains a new LCoA/Current Address at each new
point of attachment and registers this address with MAP/HM. This is the local binding
update. Denoting the MAP or HM by Packet Redirection Point (PRP), Cg and Cl can be
obtained as shown below:
Cg = 2(κ + τ(DPRP−AR + DHA−PRP)) + 2NCN(κ + τ(DPRP−AR + DPRP−CN))
+PCHA + NCN PCCN + PCPRP
Cl = 2.(κ + τ.DPRP−AR) + PCPRP
where,
• κ - Unit transmission costs in a wired network.
• τ - Unit transmission costs in a wireless network.
• DPRP−AR - Distance between PRP and AR (in hops).
• DHA−PRP - Distance between HA and PRP (in hops).
• DPRP−CN - Distance between PRP and CN (in hops).
• NCN - Number of CN’s communicating with MN.
• PCHA - Processing cost at HA.
• PCCN - Processing cost at CN.
• PCPRP - Processing cost at PRP.
Random Walk Model




For the domain architecture shown in Figure 1 , if the MN is located in ring R, and
it performs a movement from ring R to R+1, it performs a global binding update. For
movements inside the ring, MN performs local binding update. Therefore the location
update cost per unit time can be expressed as:
Clocation = (piR,R . αR,R+1) Cg + (1 - piR,R . αR,R+1) Cl / T
where T is the average cell residence time.
Fluid Flow Model
The cell crossing rate (Rc) and domain crossing rate (Rd) for the fluid flow model were
obtained in section 1.2. Using these terms, the location update cost can be obtained as:
Clocation = Rd . Cg + (NAR.Rc - Rd). Cl / ρ A(R)
where A(R) refers to the area of the domain. Let Ac be the area of a cell. Therefore,
A(R) = NAR . Ac ; NAR is the number of AR in the domain.
Discussion
In the previous subsections, we derived the location update cost for HMIPv6 and AUM. The
results suggest that the location update cost is related to the average cell residence time. In
fact, the location update cost is inversely proportional to the average cell residence time. As
the average cell residence time increases, MN spends longer time in the cell and performs
fewer handoffs. For the random walk model, the probability that MN stays in the current
cell is q (section 1.1). Therefore, MNs with higher value of q refer to hosts exhibiting low
mobility. The size of the domain also has an effect on the location update cost. For smaller
domain size, the MN will perform global updates at much higher rate, increasing the overall
cost.
In the case of Fluid flow model, the user velocity impacts the location update cost. For
MN with higher average velocity, larger location update costs will be incurred (increasing
the Rc). Similar to the case of random walk model, the size of the domain will also have
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an effect on the location update cost, with smaller domain size resulting in frequent global
updates.
A.2.2 Packet Delivery Cost
The packet delivery cost consists of the processing requirements at HA, MAP/HM and the
transmission cost. A fundamental difference between HMIPv6 and AUM packet process-
ing mechanism is that HMIPv6 requires packet processing for every packet arriving in the
domain. This is so because each incoming packet needs to be mapped to the current LCoA
of the MN. MAP maintains a table which contains the binding between RCoA and LCoA.
A table lookup cost is incurred for each packet arriving at MAP. In contrast, packet arrive
at topologically correct address in AUM and do not need any participation by HM, except
when the MN is performing a handoff. To understand the performance improvements due
to this, we discuss the packet delivery cost in this section.
Let the average number of users residing in the coverage of an AR be K. Then the total
number of users in the domain is obtained as:
NMN = NAR × K
We define the total packet delivery cost as follows:
For HMIPv6,
Cpacket = CMAP + CHA + CT and,
For AUM,
Cpacket = CHM + CHA + CT
where CMAP, CHM and CHA denote the processing costs at MAP, HM and HA respec-
tively. CT denotes the packet transmission cost from CN to MN. The values of CHA and CT
are the same for both HMIPv6 and AUM, since both assume the use of HA for first packet
redirection and the transmission cost is independent of the protocol.
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HMIPv6
In HMIPv6, the processing requirement at MAP, CMAP, can be divided into the lookup
cost (Clookup) and routing cost (Crouting). The lookup cost depends on the size of the table.
The table contains one entry for each MN located in the domain, hence the table size is
proportional to the number of MNs. We assume the routing cost to be proportional to the
logarithmic of the number of ARs in the domain. We can now define CMAP as follows:
CMAP = λs.S .(Clookup + Crouting)
= λs.S .(αNMN + β log(NAR))
where, λs = Session arrival rate and S = Average session size (in packets).
AUM
In AUM, the lookup cost is incurred only for the fraction of packets arriving in the handoff
duration. The packets arriving in the remaining (non-handoff) duration do not need special
handling by the HM. Let s’ be the number of packets, out of S , that arrive during the handoff
duration. Then, CHM can be calculated as:
CHM = λs . s’ (α NMN + β log(NAR) + (S - s’) (βlog(NAR))
CHA and CT
The processing cost at HA can be calculated as:
CHA = λs θHA
where, θHA refers to the unit packet processing cost at HA. This cost is incurred for each
new session arrival at HA, hence the λs appears in the product.
The packet transmission cost (CT ) is associated with the distance between two network
entities. We use the notion of number of hops in IP network to represent the distance. The
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CT can be calculated as follows:
CT = τ.λs.((S − 1).(DCN−HM + DMAP−AR)
+(DCN−HA + DHA−HM + DHM−AR))
+κλsS
Discussion
We derived the packet processing cost for HMIPv6 and AUM in previous subsections. In
the CMAP derived for HMIPv6 in section 2.2.1, CMAP increases linearly with the increase
in the number of MNs (NMN) in the domain. For bigger domain size, the packet delivery
increases sharply with the increase in NMN . This suggests that it is important to reduce the
packet delivery cost for scalable services. The CMAP obtained for HMIPv6 is even higher
than Mobile IPv6 with route optimization (because there is no processing requirement at
the domain node).
In the AUM packet processing cost (CHM) derived in section 2.2.2, the term NMN ap-
pears with s’, which represents the fraction of packets that arrive during handoff. Therefore,
CHM depends on the mobility of MN, rather than number of MNs in the domain. In case
MNs exhibit significant mobility, majority of its packets arrive during the handoff duration
(i.e., s’ ↑). Therefore, effect of both mobility and user population can be investigated with
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